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Murray Stateis
Hancock, EKU,
KDW begin
collaboration
Hy Shorvy McClain
mSu Public Relations
Murray State University
(MSU) researchers at Hancock
Biological Station are beginning a four-year collaborative
effort with Eastern Kentucky
University (EKU) and the
Kentucky Division of Water to
develop methods for assessing
wetland functions and ecosystem services in Kentucky.
Dr. David White and Dr.
Susan Hendricks of MSU's
Hancock were awarded a grant
from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency to help
design a Kentucky Rapid
Assessment Method iKYRAM)
as a functional assessment tool
specific to Kentucky's wetland.s The researchers will look
western
wetlands
in
at
Kentucky', particularly the
Clarks River watershed. At the
same time, EKU colleagues Dr.
David Brown and Dr. Stephen
Richter will focus on wetlands
in the upper Cumberland River
watersheds.
The project award total is
S544,000 and the Kentucky
Division of Watcr will assist in
coordinating the work throughout the state.
'The KYRAM will be used to
evaluate potential dredge arid
till impacts, assess mitigation
arid restoration success, assist in
watershed planning. and support the development of regulations protecting unglue or highquality wetlands," Hendricks
said, noting that the focus will
be on the phmary wetland types
found within the Lower
Upper
and
Tennessee
Cumberland regions.

Dem leader
faces tough
job crafting
health bill

W
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Phyamead am wows*Om this you's 2061 annual Hesst Day
ostabrallon, TliCamande turned outlo view the parade and

palleipate in ttw numerous events.

Haul celebration draws thousands
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A.M.. Ky. - Downtown Harr!
asa buzzing with fan and excitement Satuolay ea what has become
biro as "HAzel Day" celebrated its 20th
irobwassy.
Of oalase, Hazel itself is well over 100
years old. hut you wouidal knots it from
ali the mask. laughter, good eating and
good Ream *end by thousands of peop4e
113 frimedit. oeighbors, family and eveo
10116116,1 *Dyed a beeutiful day of sun*Ise end autumn cool weather for the
octeislom
Grand marshal Dan Farris, a former

H
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Daily Forecast
By Ilse Aseadated Press
Monday. .Mostly sunny. Highs
in the lower 70s. East winds 10
to 15 mph
night...Mostly
Monday
cloudy Lows in the mid 50s.
Southeast winds 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday Showers and thunderstorms likely Highs in !tie
mid 70s. South winds 10 to 15
mph Chance of precipitation 70
Percent
night...Mostly
Tuesday
cioudy with a chance of showers and tnunderstorms in the
evening..Then mostly clear
after midnight. Lows in the
upper 403. West winds 10 to 15
mph Chance of precipitation 30
percent
Wednesday .Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 70s.
Northwest winds 10 to 15 mph.
night.. Partly
Wednesday
cioudy. Lows around 50.

mayor, city committals and osie of may exhibsted. Elsewhere. barbecoe was sia.
that helped to organize the very firm cele- zbas at Cole-Bush 88Q and other vesdoes
bration in 1959, said Hazei Day and other as a baud wanned up to play Oa the
local celebrations like it sae very importent MSc
Folks also flocked inside tin eity's
because it promotes a moue of cohesion
antiques and collectible"( stores looking far
and history in a comeamity.
noticed about it tramire.
"One of the thiags
341egie Tooley saki she found just what
most this yen is that mem of dm id& that
wanted to volunteer so help us 20 yams she was looking for hiding Wide ime of
ago are now grown up and they are
the Mors.
'I'm a big antique glassware collector
involved," PflliS said. "A celebration like
this is important becaute it's a cottnnunity tad they have some here that I've sever
seen before,""holey said. "I've been here
connection."
Early in the day, car lovers g,atherod at before, but this is the first time I've been
the Hazel Woman's Club's Annual Car
Sae Page 2
Show where classics old sad new went

Kelly assumes
roles of new
executive director
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
fter seven year; of service to the Life House
Care Center in Murray.
executive director Carmeleta
Norvell is moving on.
Norvell and her husband will
be moving to lmmokalee, Fla.
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3 Americans share '09
Nobei medicine prize
By KARL RITTER
ailed MATT MOORE
Associated Press Writers
STOCKHOLM (AP) H.
Elizabeth
Americans
Blackburn, Carol W. Greider
and Jack W. Szostak won the
2009 Nobel Prize in medicine
on Monday for discovenng a
key mechanism in the genetic
operations of cells. an insight

II See Page 2

for him to take the pastor position at First Baptist Church of
lmmokalee. While excited
about the new opportunity,
Norvell said she was sad to
leave the commuruty of Murray
behind.
"I can leave this ministry
knowing it's in very capable
hands and that God will carry
on the mission that wa.s set forth
in 1983 and go on as long aS
God allows it to." Norvell said.
a

See Page 2
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Norvell leaves Life House
after seven years of service

Former executive
director Carrneleta
Norvell stands
outside the Life
House Care
Center where she
served for seven
years. Norvell is
moving to Flonda
with her husband,
who has taken a
pastoral position
at a church.
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The Ott* ad with BIG value!
Alk Al husk Slates

Hy MICA YAMMER
Associated Press Writer
ASHINGTON (AP)
— Forget mission
accomplished. Try
mission seemingly impossible.
With the Senate Finance
Conunittee on the verge of
approving a sweeping health
overhaul bill Tuesday, the path
might appear open for action by
die full Senate.
Not so fast.
First the Finance Corrunittee
bill must be combined with a
tnore liberal version ttuit the
Health, Education, Labor and
Pensions Conirruttee wrapped
up this summer. This merger is
so rare that Senate Majority •
Leader Harry Reid has never
attempted it on any piece of legislation — much less one as
complex as President Barad
Obama's top legislative priority.
The senator from Searchlight.
Nev., will need plenty of guicl:
ing light.
:
Stn. Maria Cantwell, Ds
descripWash., had a one-word
tion of Reid's task: "Tough." :
Said Democratic Ser.. Jeff•
Bingaman of New Mexico:
"He's on the hot seat."
"I don't even want to think
about it," said Sen. Kent
Conrad, D-N.D. "What a daunting challenge.Everything about health overhaul legislation seems to be
unusually complicated, but this
process is particularly. so
because of the dispanties
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III Life House ...
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BLESSING THE ANIMALS
• JoAnne Auer holds her clog, Lucy, for a blessing from the P,ev. Matthew Bradley dunng the
12th annual Blessing of the Animals at St John's Episcopal Church Sunday afternoon. Animal
owners brought their pets with them, or a photograph, and each were individually blessed by
:Bradley.

excitement was about.
'They just love parades." she
said as she held her littlest, 3year-old, Tara, to keep her from
ninning after a horse. "Of
course, I do too."
New this year was a carnival
set up on a lot owned by
Stateline Ranch and Home. A
barbecue chicken contest was
also a first as well as an exhibit
of photos and memorabilia of
Hazel history set up inside
BB&T bank.
Meanwhile youngsters had the

time of their lives playing with
animals, bouncing or crawling
through one of several backyard
bouncers or painting pumpkins
at Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Calloway
County's
Kid's
Comer on the grounds at Hazel
Baptist Church.
Folks also stopped off to
watch
as
members
of
Redewolfden. a classic barbarian-age reenactment group,
staged battles for everyone to
see. Patrons also enjoyed a large
display of antique tractors and
rummaged through yard sale
items

any one thing, there are lots of
things we're going to have to
wort on."
The two bills diverge on some
of the thorniest issues, perhaps
most notably on the question of
whether the government should
sell insurance to compete with
private industry. The health
committee bill has the government-run plan; the finance bill
does not.
The health committee bill
offers substantially more gener-

ous subsidies to low-income
people to help them buy coverage than the finance cotnmittee
bill.
The finance committee bill
proposes a new tax on highvalue health insuranc_e plans that
the health committee bill doesn't include.
Reid must resolve all those
issues and more over the next
week or so to come up with a
single bill to bnng to the Senate
floor.

II Hazel ...
From Front
here for the celebration. This is
such a quaint little town. I just
love to drop by and rummage
through the stores when I come
through.''
There WaS a lot of shouting as
the Hazel Day Parade marched
down Third Street. Jenna Barbie
could hardly keep her youngsters from jumping in and joining the procession. Barbie was
just passing through, but
stopped to see what all the

II Health ...
From Front
between the bills and Obama's
goal of keeping the cost at $900
billion over 10 years. Reid
won't go it alone; he will get
some help from the White
..s.House and the committee chiar.
-inen.
"It's not going to be one silver
bullet" Reid said. "There isn't

THINK YOU CAN'T AFFORD
.:•
•••

PERFE.CT INDOOR AIR?
THINK AGAIN.

"One of the most joyous memones is being able to see a dear
friend of mine, Stephanie Kelly,
become my predecessor She
and I have been fnends for ages.
To watch her grow in the ministry has been a lughlight
has
Kelly
already
assumed the
role of executive directoi
and has been
working with
Norvell over
the past few
months in the
transition Kay
process.
"It's big shoes to fill. I just
hope I can do half as good a job
as she has done," Kelly said.
"She loves everybody, doesn't
judge anybody and the clients
just love her. I can't say enough
about her. She's been a wonderful mentor to me. She has such a
heart for the Lord and has sacrificed so much. She never wants
it to be about her."
In Norvell's seven years at
Life House, she has seen the
ministry grow and expand. The
center offers free and confidential services for women facing
planned and unplanned pregnancy.
''When l started we were seeing 25 to 30 clients per month.
Now we're seeing over 100 per
month. We had only $8,000 in
the checking account seven
years ago and now our monthly
bills alone are 56.000 to $7,000.
God has truly blessed us,"
Norvell said.
Norvell said the one thing that
stood out to her was the amount
of babies that have been hopefully saved with the ministry.
Past that. she is proud of the
support of the community in
helping pay for, build and furnish the current building. located at 602 Poplar street.

IIII Hancock...
From Front
In addition to the importance
of developing the assessment
tool, added benefits will include
strengthened partnerships and
knowledge among the state and
federal wetland scientists and
managers, and improved capacity for regulation and monitoring
of
Kentucky's
wetlands,
Hendricks noted.
The project began on Oct. 1.

111 Nobel...
From Front

Up to a

$1,000 Rebate
Or Ask About Our Special Financing Offers!'
Haves that for efficiency?
In today's marketplace, it doesn't get much better
than cash rebate And getting up to a $1,000 rebate
on a new Trane heating and cooling system is even
better. Just purchase a qualifying Irene system
between September 1st and October 31st, 2009 and
you'll receive up to a S1,000 mail-in rebote Reliabikty,
energy-efficiency and indoor air quality.

that has inspired new lines of
research into cancer.
It was the first time two women
have been among the winners of
the medicine pnze.
The tno solved the mystery of
how chromosomes, the rod-like
structures that carry DNA. protect
themselves from degrading when
cells divide.
The Nobel citation said the laureates found the solution in the
e,nds of the chromosomes — features called telomeres that are
often compared to the plastic tips
at the end of shoe laces that keep
those laces from unraveling.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky is no longer top dtn.
when it comes to coon hunting.
Illinois has landed the Professional Kermel Club's world
coonhound champtonstups, a 10-day event that bad bee.n held
in Kentucky for nearly rwo decades.
While residents of Salem, Ill.. prepare for the arrHval of
nearly 2,000 of the nation's best hounds later this month,
business owners in Kentucky still are chafing chat they lost
an event with an economic impact of up to S3.5 million.
"It's going to be a terrible blow to this area." said Randy
Mabry, owoer of Willow Pond Southern Catfish Rertaurant
in the western Kentucky commuruty of Hardin. "When those
guys are here, they spend a lot of money."
Kentucky officials were caught off guard by the
Professional Kennel Club's cksasion to move the event to
fihnois, said Gil Lawson, spokesman for the Kentucky
Tounsin, Arts and Heritage Cabinet.
"We did not know about this until after the decision had
been made," Lawson said.

By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
Murray City Clerk Hada
McClure has been appointed by
Gov. Steve Beshear to serve as a
Kentucky League of Cities representative on the Geographic
Information Advisory Council
through Sept. 22, 2013.
"(The Goveinor s Office)
called about a week ago."
McClure said Monday morning.
"It was quite a surpnse. I said I
was honored to be considered
by the governor for the position."
McClure said she submitted
an application and resume three
or four months ago when she
heard KLC was looking for
names to submit to the governor. The council, also known as
the Kentucky Geospatial Board,
was set up by Kentucky Revised
Statute 42.724, whcih became
effective June 25, 2009. The
statute says the board's duties
include: Recommending the

Special to the Lodgor
MLTRRAY, Ky. - Dr. Randy 1.
Dunn, president of Murray State
University (MSU), has been
selected to serve a three-year
term on the national board of
directors
of
American
Humanics (AH), a national
alliance of colleges. universities
and nonprofits that prepares college students for careers as nonprofit professionals. Murray
State has been affiliated with
American Humanics since
1983.
"Amencan Humanics has
been an essential part of the
Murray State nonprofit studies
program for more than 25
years," Dunn said. "It is a privilege to serve on the national
board of directors."
The American Humanics
board is comprised of national
leaders from the corporate, academic and nonprofit sectors and
includes executives from organizations such as Mutual of
America,
the
Amencan
Association of State Colleges
and Universities, March of
Dimes and Girl Scouts of the
U.S.A. As a board member,
Dunn will help to advance the
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development arid adoption ot
policies and procedures related
to geographic information and
geographic information systems; providing input and recommendations for the development of a strategy for the maintenance and funding of a
statewide base map and geographic information system;
recommending standards on
geographic information and
geographic information systems
for inclusion in the statewide
architecture; contnbuting to the
development and delivery of a
statewide geographic information plan; overseeing the development of operating policies
and procedures for the management of the board and any
standing or ad hoc committees
and associated advisory groups,
and promoting collaboration
and the sharing of data and data
development. as well as other
aspects of geographic information systems.

mission and vision of the AH
nonprofit management and
leadership program, and serve
on one of the board's seven subcommittees, including strategic
planning, communications and
marketing, and finance.
"Nonprofits need effective,
passionate leaders now more
than ever before, and our academic partners provide the
pipeline to deliver Amencan
Humanics graduates to the
agencies that serve our communities," said Dr. Kala Stroup.
AH president. "I am grateful
that President Dunn has agreed
to provide his perspective and
leadership to our board of directors." Stroup is a former president of Murray State University
The MSU program, which has
a
Youth
Nonprofit
and
Leadership minor as the major
part of its AH program, has generated more than $1,000,000 in
funds for the university and the
conununity and has received 25
local awards and seven national
awards for academics, leadership. service and research. and
is the largest program in the
country.
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Mrs. Mavis Oeda Young
Mrs Mavis Oeda Young, 89, Charley Miller Road. Murray, died
Sunday, Oct. 4, 2009. al 4:10 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care She
was born Jan. 21, 1920. in Calloway County
Survivors include one daughter, Sandra Morgan and husband.
Chaules, Lavonia, Mich . and one son. Raiidy Young and wife. Zetta,
Murray
Blalock-Coleman & lork Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements Online condolences may be made at wv.w.yorkfuneralhorne com.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice House Fund,
803 Poplar St.. Murray. KY 42071.

Eugene Huebel
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)52, tvturray. died Saturday, Oct. 3. 2009 at
Murray Calloway County Hospital in Murray.
He was a graduate of Cape Central High School
and was an Arrny veteran of World War II. He had
worked at Jim Wilson Co. in Cape for 26 years and
was a member of VFW Post 3838 in Cape
Girardeau, Mo. Born Tuesday, Oct. 26, 1926 in
Cape Ginutcleau. he was the son of the late William
A and Clara Hartung Huebel.
Survivors include his wife. Marcella, to whom
he was mamed May 5, 1945, in Little Rock, Ark.: Danny Hooper
thorny Hooper, 61, Union City, Tenn., died Saturday. Oct. 3.
one son, Tom Huebel and wife. Barbara. Nashville,
Tenn., two daughters, Katherine Huebel 2009. at 9:15 a.m. at Union City Manor Nursing & Rehab, Union
Heubel
Lichtenegger, Cape Girardeau. and Elizabeth City. He was the son of the late Joe Wallace Hooper and Ruby
Williams and husband, Jimmy, Murray: eight grand- Mozelle Worrell Hooper.
Survivors include two sisters. Donna Hopper and Ruby Young,
children and seven great grandchildren.
'The funeral will be Wedriesday at 2 p.m. in the Fulton; two brothers, Paul Hooper, Hobart. Ind.. and James Hooper,
Ford & Sons Mt. Auburn Chapel, Cape Girardeau. Hickman.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home of Murray is in charge
Mo., with Rev. Douglas Breite officiating.
Banal will follow in the Cape County Memorial Park in Cape of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuGirardeau. Visitation will be after 1 p.m. Wednesday at the funeral neralhorne.com
home.
Fnends may call from I to 2 p.m. on Wednesday. Oct. 7. 2009 at Mrs. Judith A. Wodunan Good
Ford & Sons Mt. Auburn Chapel in Cape Girardeau.
GRAND RAPIDS. Mich. -- Mrs. Judith A. Workman Good. 70,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Saxony Lutheran High died Saturday, Oct. 3, 2009.
School or to the Tnnity Lutheran School Building Fund.Online conPreceding her in death were her husband, Francis Allen Good, on
dolences may be made at www.fordandsonsfuneralhome.com.
Jan. 25, 2009: infant daughter. Wendy Mae Good: parents. Lester
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of local arrangements. and Iva Mae Hendnck Workman. grandparents. Milus and
Edith
Evans Hendrick; one brother, Michael Bruce Workman.
loe Baker Littleton
SUrvivOr4 include one daughter, Cynthia Ann
Good, Grand
Joe Baker Littleton, 85, Murray, died Saturday, Oct. 3. 2009, at Rapids, one sister. Gail Marie Stalls, and one brother, Danny Lynn
.2:0 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Workman. both of Murray, Ky., brother-in-law and sisters-in-law.
An Arrny veteran of World War la he served as an Fred and Norma Good, Indiana, and Velma Joyce Hassler, Battle
Arrny medic in Europe. He was a retired merchant Creek, Mich.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the Zaagman Mernorial
and owner of J.E. Littleton, Inc.. located on the north
side of the courtsquare in Murray. Bom Dec. 21, Chapel, 2800 Burton St.. SE, Grand Rapids. Bunal will follow in the
1923, in Hazel. he was the son of the late Joseph Earl Rosedale Memonal Park.
l_ittleton arid Sally Baker Littleton.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to SpectrumHealth
Survivors include one daughter. Mary Ann Littleton. Johnson Hospice or Insight for Living Online condolences may be made at
City, Tenn.; one son. Joseph Andrew Littleton, Nashville, Tenn.; one www.zaagman.corn.
sister, Ann Caldwell. Paris, Tenn. one granddaughter, Madeline
Beale Littleton.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to WKMS, Humane
Society. Green Peace. Sierra Club or any other related cause.
Donald Hugh Lynch
The funeral for Donald Hugh Lynch was Sunday at 2 pan. in the
Bryon Douglas
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. Bob
Bryon Douglas. 54, Sycamore Street, Murray. died Saturday, Ckt. 3,
W'arren officiated. Burial was in the Barnett
2009, at 7:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Cemetery,.
‘
A Navy veteran of the Vietnam War. he was awardExpressions of sympathy may be made to
%
, ed the Purple Heart three tirnes. He was a member of
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens, 607
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church. His fattier,
Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Clayton Dougla:s, preceded him in death. He was born
Mr. Lynch. 68, Chancey Drive, Murray, died
Oct. 10, 1954. in Portland. Maine.
Thursday, Oct. I, 2009, at 11 a.m. at MurraySurvivors include his wife, Valerie Hatch Douglas, to whom he was
Calloway County Hospital.
married June 16, 2007,in Freyburg, Maine; three daughters. Mary Orta
A graduate of Murray State University, he had
arid Amy Garcia, Yurna. Ariz., and Julie Benoit, Bridgton, Maine; two
retired as a special education teacher at
Lynch
sons, Henry Douglas, Ywna, Ariz., and Aarin Miles, Westbrook,
Hopkinsville. He was a member of Cherry C'orner
Maine; his mother, Roberta Jewett Douglas, and one sister, Eileen
Baptist Church.
Hague, both of Sebago, Maine; one brother. Merle Douglas, Baldwin,
Born Apnl 13, 1941. in Lyon County. he was the son of the late
Maine: six grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
Rance (Buster) H. Lynch and Estelle Edward Lynch.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Survivors include his wife, Shirley A. Lynch, to whom he was
married July 9, 1993; three daughters, Gail Dyke and husband.
Johnny, Benton, Devona Rosa and husband. Rick. Calvert City, and
Renee Larson, Longmont, Colo.; two stepdaughters, Patricia
Robinson and husband, Rocky, Greenville. and Shelia Lamb.
Murray; two stepsons. Paul Denton and wife, Cheryl, Nashville.
Tenn., and David Denton, Venice, Fla.; one sister. Donna Mathis,
Paducah; six grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.

Paid Obituary

lames Gilbert Adams
James Gilbert Adams. 77, of New Concord, Ky., died unexpectedly at his hoine on Kentucky Lake Thursday'. Oct. I, 2009.
;
Born July 24, 1932 in Washington D.C., he was the son of the late
James Carter and Mildred Kennerly Adams and grandson of h1s
beloved Blanche (Mom) Cruse Kennerly Mr. Adams moved to
Salisbury when he was a child and attended Calvary Lutherin
Church in Spencer. He graduated from Spencer High School arid
worked in Owen.
later retiring froni Inland Container in
Evansville. Ind. Adams retired to Kentucky Lake to enjoy his
favonte pass-time, fishing He was active up until his death helpidg
friends and neighbors. He was loved by those who know him and
will be sildly missed.
Preceding him in death were his parents. grandmother, one brottier, Ralph Scott Adams. and his son. James (Little Jimmy) Carcgr
Adams
Survivors include one son. John Gilbert Adams and his wife.
of Evansville. Ind; one daughter, Diane Adams Hamilton and hr
husband. Stan, of Salisbury. one sister. Nancy Adams Cnswell iujd
her husbarid. Milt, of Silver Springs, Md; four grandsons. Jasgri
Adams and his wife, Paula; Jeffrey and Jordan Adams. and Lute
Hamilton. best friend and companion, Martha Warren, of Murray.:
A memorial service will be held at a later date. J.H Churchill
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: American Heart
Association. attention Pat Latimer, 101 South Fourth Si., Murray,
KY. 42071.
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"And when the doctor told me I had fibromyalgia, I got up from my chair and gave him a hug."
Dear Friend.
My name is Dr. Jon Wuest.
Several years ago I had a
lady come into the office as
a new patient. She filled out
a new patient questionnaire
which included a diagram of

the human body on which
she was instructed to put an
X where she felt pain. When
I got the forms back I looked
at the diagram and there
were X's all over. Up the
arms, down the legs, the
neck, mid back, low back,
head, you name it, it was
X'ed.
As I started doing a consultation with this lady I
couldn't help but feel sorry
for her. Her symptoms started seven years ago as neck
pain and it has slowly spread
all over her body. Not only
that but she also stated that
she couldn't sleep, constantly felt wore out and was suffering from memory loss.
For seven years she was
passed around from doctor
to doctor, run through test
after test and told that nothing was wrong with her.
Two months before showing up in my office she was
referred to her eighth doctor
to see since the pain started
seven years earlier. He
reviewed her tests. All were
normal. He then sat her
down and said "you have
fibromyalgia." She was so
excited to finally have a
name for her condition that
she got up, walked around
his desk and gave him a hug.
Fibromyalgia in its simplest form means muscle and
connective tissue pain. It is
characterized by having pain
in at least eleven of eighteen
located
points
trigger
throughout the body. It also

produces feeling of depression, chronic fatigue and a
type of mental condition
known as fibro fog. What
makes this condition so hard
to diagnosis is that there is
no test to point to it. No
blood test, MRI's, CT scans,
nerve condition tests, nothing. The only way to diagnosis it is if the patients symptoms are the same as others
with fibromyalgia. That is
why on average fibromyalgia patients spend five years
and see seven doctors before
a diagnosis is made.
Once a diagnosis is made
patients are put on a multitude of drugs. Typically I see
prescriptions for lexapro (or
another anti-depressant),
Hydrocodone.
Flexiril.
Valium, Ambien and Lyrica.
While these drugs do a pretty good job at controlling
many of the patients symptoms. lets face it, they are
some pretty heavy hitters
and it is hard for some people to function with all these
meds in their system.
Fortunately, if you are suffering from fibrorriyalgia, I
might be able to help you. 1
have studied protocols of
different doctors who use
chiropractic along with certain nutritional supplements
to help manage this disease.
I understand how difficult
this disease can be on the
patient and their family.
That's why I am going to
make this special offer...
For 2 weeks only. $17 will
get you all the services I normally charge new patients
more than $150 for!
What does this offer
include? Everything.
Take a look at what you
will receive...
•An in-depth consultation

about your condition
• A complete chiropractic
spinal examination
•A full set of specialized
X-rays to determine if a
misalignment in your spine
is causing your pain or
symptoms...
(NOTE: nobody gives these
kinds of X-rays away free,
they would normally cost
you at least $100).
•An analysis of your X-rays
and spinal exam results to
see what needs to be done
to help relieve your
problem
•Helpful literature that
shows you how your body
works and why you
expenence pain
•Answers to all your most
probing questions about
chiropractic care and what
it can do for you...
Like I said, I normally
charge $150 for this(most of
which just covers the full set
of X-rays).
But for now, as part of this
special offer. you can come
in and find out for certain if
you need chiropractic care
and how it might help you
manage the pain you are
feeling.
Meet the Doctor
Before you come in.
though. you will probably
want to know a little bit
about me. So let me tell
you...

Aside from a stint in the
US Arrny and going away to
chiropractic college I have
resided in Calloway County
for the past 33 years. I have
a wonderful wife, Michelle,
and four terrific kids.
Nicholas, Maggie, Katelyn
and Alex.
I graduated from Life
College of Chiropractic in
2000, when I received
recognition for clinical proficiency as well as chiropractic radiological theory.
and practice. 1 have done
post-graduate work in the
research and science of chiropractic. I have also done
post grad work on treating
fibromyalgia patients. I have
also taken multiple courses
dealing with injuries and
treatment associated with
with motor vehicle accidents. I am certified by the
National
Board
of
Chiropractic Examiners. I
am also a member of
Fibromyalgia Centers of
America (FCA).
Patient Success Story
1 was diagnosed with
fibromyalgia in March of
2009. My physician placed
me on Lyrica. one of the
most popular medications
used to treat the condition.
My physician also prescribed me a mild dose of an
anti-depressant for the pain.
which by my "personal

choice,- I never filled. The
Lyrica did help ease my condition but about 3 months
after my diagnosis I found
myself back in my physician's office over what 1
refer to as "another flareup."
My physician then raised
my dosage of Lyrica and recommended see a reliable
chiropractor to help ease the
symptoms of my condition.
He recommended Dr. Wuest
and with much hesitance, I
made my first chiropractic
appointment.
I say.' Dr. Wuest in June of
2009. After Dr. Wuest's thorough evaluation. he slowly
began treatment and carefully eased me into a care plan
for my particular condition.
Soon after. Dr. Wuest placed
me on a vitamin regimen and
by July of 2009. I was able
to take my grandson to the
zoo. I walked every step of
the way with no "set-backs"
or hesitations. Today it is
September of 2009 and I am
happy to say that I have just
enrolled in an aerobics class.
I am so very grateful to Dr.
Wuest and his staff for making me feel "whole" again. I
truly. appreciate his professionalism and most of all his
caring friendship. Thank
you, Dr. Wuest. God bless
you!
- Diane Boren

Guarantee
of
Great
Service
Obviously, I cannot guarantee results. No one can.
But there is one guarantee I
can give you, and that is a
guarantee to give my best
effort.
Plus, if I do not think I can
help you. I will tell you and
refer you to a specialist who
might be able to help.

Limited Time Offer
Obviously, with an offer
like this, I cannot afford to
do it for very long. so I
picked October 5th-19th.
If you would like to take
me up on my offer to see
what chiropractic can do for
you. ali you have to do is call
our office and set up an
appointment,
PHONE (2701759-1945
Call this number only
Call anytime between the
hours of 8-12 and 2-5
Monday thrmigh Friday. Tell
the receptionist you would
like to come in for the
Special
Introductory
Examination October 5th19th.
I expect to get flooded
with appointments for this
event, so please call as soon
as possible to assure that you
do not miss out.
Thank you very much, and
I look forward to trying to
help you get rid of your pain
so you can start living a
healthier and more productive life.
Sincerely.,
Dr. Jon Wuesi

Dr. Jon Wuest D.C.
1313 Johnson Bli d.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Due to insurance regulations, Medicare and some
other insurance may be
excluded from this offer.
Any further treatment shall
be agreed upon in writing
and signed by both parties.
You have the right to
rescind within seventy two
(72) hours any obligation to
pay for services performed
in addition to this free or discounted service.
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Kennedy was always
an American first
Most of my adult life has
been intertwined with the
Kennedy family'. As a freshman at Amencan University in
1960, I stayed up late watching the election returns, as John
F. Kennedy barely eked out a
victory over Rtchard Nixon.
As with most Americans my
age, the decades that followed
always involved one or more
members of the Kennedy family, whether it was legislation,
indiscretions, speeches or just
curiosity.
This larger-than-life family
has been unique in Amencan
politics. But so were the fnendships Ted established across
the political lines that so easily divide us. He used those
personal relationships to accomplish things that mattered to
him. Many on the Right hated
arid demonized him, but I don't
ever recall his responding in
kind
These days. people on "one
side" of the political spectrum
art not supposed to cooperate,
much less have a personal relationship with anyone on the
"other side." Siding with "the
enemy" can get you branded
a compromiser. a sellout, or
worse - a
While it is true
that on too many occasions, conservatives have had their ideological pockets picked by liberals whose favor they curried,
that is no excuse for hating
people because of their political beliefs.
Kennedy once said in a
speech: "I am an American and
a Catholic; I love my country
and treasure my faith. But I
do not assume that my conception of patriotism or policy is invariably correct. or that
my convictions about religion
should command any greater
respect than ans other faith in
this pluralistic society."
What student or advocate
of the First Amendment would
disagree with that?
Flaws? Of course he had
them in abundance. as we all
do, but his, unfortunately,
played out on a national and
international stage. How vsould
you lilce to have lived with
the daily pressure of knowing
that somewhere out there someone may have wanted to kill
you as they had your brothers?
I recall a dinner at Ted's
tome when he lived in McLean,
Va. Kis sister. the late Eunice
Kennedy Shrives. was my clinger partner. He was gracious
and funny. He took my wife
and me on a tour of a hallway with memorabilia that
would delight any political
pinkie. Five years ago, he

showed up
at a 20th
anniversary
party for my
syndicated
column.
When
he
entered,
every head
turned in his
Cal's
direction,
Thougiets
every
jaw
dropped. No By Cal Thomas
Syndicaied
one
could
Columnist
believe that
this liberal
icon would so honor a conservative fnend.
Over the years, I came to
see Sen. Kennedy not as a
symbol, but as a fellow human
being who did not get up each
morning seeking ways to harm
the country. 1 know of things
he did for the poor and home/ess on his own time and in
his own way without a press
release or a desire for public
approval. I know of other hurts
and concerns he shared with
the very few he could trust about
which I would never speak.
Because he came from
wealth, he felt a responsibility to give back. We can argue
whether government or individuals do tttat best, but we
can't say that Ted Kennedy
was inconsistent. He would
compromise to advance his
beliefs, not dilute them.
Ted once provided a blurb
for a book I wrote He said.
"Cal Thomas usually says the
far-right thing instead of the
right thing, but I like readmg
him anyway."
With the passing of the last
of Joseph P. Kennedy Sr.'s sons
goes the image of youth and
"vigah,"
Jack used to say
in his Boston accent. I shall
miss Ted Kennedy', not only
because he was a worthy ideological nval, but also because
with his passing, a part of tny ,
youth has gone with him.
Camelot, of course, was a !
myth, but what young person
of that era cannot still hear
the line uttered by Richard
Burton from that landed musical? It carne at the end of the
show as King Arthur surveys I
his broken lcingdom awl tells !
a young rnan of Camelot what
might have been:
"Don't let it bc forgot.
'That once there was a spot
For one bnef shining moment
that was known as Camelot."
Direct all MAIL for Cal
Thomas to: Tribune Media Services, 2225 Kenmore Ave , Suite
114, Buffalo, N.Y 14207. Readers may also (-tread Cal 77romas
at tmseditors@ tribune.com.

Opinions expressed on:the Forum page do
not necessarily' reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Analysis: Campaign vow meets harsh Afghan reality
By BETH FOUHY
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — As a
presidential candidate, Barack
Obama denounced the war in
Iraq, saying there is no military solution there. Now he
may be forced to decide there
is no military solution in
Afghanistan. either.
"He really did make a strong
point as a candidate about the
significance of Afghanistan as
the place to fight against terrorism, but it's a lot easier
said than done," said Natalie
Davis, a political science professor at Alabama's Birmingham-Southern College. "You
have a sense now that the current thinking among many
amund him is that this is a
loser, (hat it really does resemble Vietnam."
Campaign rhetoric is coming up against a toug,h reality
for the president, who ROW
must make a crucial decision
about how to proceed in what
he's called a war of necessity.
White House spokesman
Robert Gibbs said that whatever course Obama chose would
be consistent with his pledge
during the campaign to treat
Afghanistan as the central front
in the war on terrorism.
"There isn't a military
tion alone to any of this,"
Gibbs said, but rather "a series
of solutions."
At issue is the recent assessment by Gen. Stanley McChrystal, commander of U.S. forces
in Afghanistan, that more
resource!: are needed to fight
the Taliban or arty hope of a

military
victory
is
lost.
McChrystal has asked for up
to 40.000 more troops, a major
combat conunitment to a mountainous, ungoverned nation that
has been a quagmire for every
invader.
During the campaign, °barna
vowed as president to send two
more brigades — about 7.000
combat
troops
—
to
Afghanistan. He has done that
and more, sending 21,000 troops
to Afghanistan in March while
vowing a new, robust strategy
to keep the Taliban from returning to power.
But
now, because of
McChrystal's report, Obama is
weighing the request for additional troops against advice
from others on his national security team.
Secretary of State Hillary
Rodham Clinton and Richard
Holbrooke, the special envoy
to Afghanistan. are said to be
leaning in favor of a troop
increase whiie Defense Secretary Robert Gates has not signaled his preference. Others
are more skeptical, including
National Security Adviser Jim
Jones and Vice President Joe
Biden who wants Obama to consider dialing down U.S. forces
in favor of a counterterrorism
campaign along the Pakistan
border where many al-Qaida
operatives are believed to be
hiding.
On that score. another campaign pledge could face a test.
In August 2007, Obama made
a major foreign policy speech
in which he said that as president. he might order U.S. troops
to breach the Pakistan border
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By CHRISTOPHER
RUGABER
and MIKE SCHNEIDER
Associated Press Writers
WASHINGTON (AP) — Signs
of a slow and fitful recovery
emerged in August in some communities across the countia where
unemployment dropped and foreclosures stabilized, acoarding to
The Associated Press' month's'
analysis of economic stress in
more than 3,100 U.S. counties.
The average county mess score
fell slightly. and fewer ccunties
qualified as economically distressed.
But those glimmers of hope
are providing scant benefit for
most people suffering from the
recession. Some of the statistical
improvements in employment were
inflated by seasonal jobs. workers
who quit the labor force and temporary federal stimulus money.
"It's pretty clear that even
though the recession likely has
ended. not too many people are

likely going to be humming that
Bobby McFemn tune, 'Don't
Worry. Be Happy"' said Sean
Snaith, an economist at the University of Central Flonda.
The latest results of the AP's
Economic Stress Index showed the
pain easing in some of the nation's
hardest hit areas. such as Elkhart.
Ind., and pock.ets of the Carolinas. But foreclosure hotbeds in
metro Las Vegas and South Florida continued to suffer
The AP calculates a score from
I to 100 based on a county's
unemployment, foreclosure and
bankruptcy rates. Under a rough
rule of thumb, a county is considered stressed when its score
exceeds 11 The average county's
Stress score dipped to 10.3 in
August, from 10.54 in July, the
first drop in three months. In August
7008. it was 6.94.
About '39 percent of counties
had a score of 11 or higher in
August, compared with 41 percent in both June and July. That's
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and nab terrorism suspects if
there were -actionable intelligence" of high-level targets.
Obama's threat of military
force in Pakistan was criticized
at the time by Clinton. then
Obama's chief rival for the
Democratic nomination, and by
Republican John McCain, the
2008 GOP presidential nominee. Both Clinton and McCain
suggested it showed °barna
did not understand the complexities of the region and that
it undermined the U.S. relationship with Pakistan and its
leader at the titne, Gen. Pervez Musharraf.
Even now, some of Obama's
political allies are warning him
against taking such a path,
including Gen. Wesley Clark,
the former suprerne commander of NATO.
"Taking the fight directly into
Pakistan with ground forces
risks expanding the conflict
and undercutting a fragile Pakistan; civilian government,"
Clark wrote in a recent op-ed
piece.
Right now, the border is
being patrolled by unmanned
aircraft. or drones, that have
launched missile attacks on
dozens of targets. Officials said
the drone attacks have succeeded in taking out dozens
of suspected terronsts.
Obama finds himself in a
situation not unlike that confronting President George W.
Bush in early 2007: Whether
to buck public opinion and
commit thousands of additional troops in a country riven
by rivalries with an unstable
and possibly illegitimately elect-

ed government.
But Bush's quandary was
about Iraq. And faced with a
growing insurgency and deteriorating military situation, Bush
accepted the recommendation of
his commanders and sent some
troops.
additional
25,600
Obama strongly opposed the
increase and voted as a senator in May 2007 to cut money
for troops there.
The strategy, undertaken just
as the Sunni resistance was
parting ways with its more
hard line al-Qaida allies,
worked. It stabilized the country and reduced the violence
enough that the U.S. is on
track to begin drawing down
troops next year.
To be sure, the strategic
challenges
in
Iraq
and
Afghanistan aren't fully analogous, including the decision
to send'inore treops.
Topographically, Iraq is
much less daunting; its hot
desert terrain makes a more
manageable environment for
conventional military maneuvers than does Afghanistan's
often snowy and impassable
mountains.
Iraq also proved to have 110
weapons of mass destruction
and few if any links to alQaida or any other terrorist
organizations before the U.S.
invasion. Afghanistan, by COC1trast, served as a safe haven
for al-Qaida plotters who
launched the terrorist attacks
of Sept. 11, 2001.

AP analysis: Signs of recovery in some U.S. areas
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still up substantially from a year
ago, when only 6.6 percent of
counties had scores above 11.
As in previous months, Nevada (21.32), Michigan (17.591 and
California (16.31) topped the list
of the most economically stressed
states. North Dakota (4.671, South
Dakota (5.3) and Nebraska (5.79)
were at the bottom.
The most stressed counties were
Imperial County, Calif. (31.83);
Yuma County, Ariz. (27.58);
Merced County, Calif. (24.28);
Lyon County, Nev. (24.021; and
Lauderdale, Tenn. (23.56). Imperial and Yuma are agricultural areas
with high seasonal unemployment.
The states that showed the most
improvement in their stress scores
were Colorado, South Carolina,
North Carolina and Virginia All
four saw their jobless rates fall.
The states with the biggest
year-to-year increaaes in economic stress in August were Nevada.
Oregon and Michigan.
Prince William County, Va.,
was among the five counties with
most improved foreclosure rates
over the past year. And Caroline
County, Va., was among the five
with the best improvement in the
past month.
Colorado's stress score fell to
9.% in August, from 10.47 in
July. as its unemployment rate
dropped to 7.3 percent from 7.8
percent. But the decline in its
unemployment rate was due mainly to a drop in the state's labor
force, Dot to the creation of new
jobs, said Tucker Hart Adams of
the Adams Group, an economic
consulting firm based in Colorado
Springs. Co.

When unemployed people give
up on their job searches, they are
no longer counted in the unemployment rate.
Overall, Colorado's economy is
still struggling, Adams said.
"You can go to the mall and
fire a cannon and not disturb anyone," she said.
A trend of frustrated people
giving up on job hunting is also
evident in North. and South Carolina and Virginia, analysts said.
The pattern surfaced in national
data Fnday. when the Labor Departs
mem reported that nearly 600.000
people stopped looking for jobs
last month.
Some positive signs emerged
in the mid-Atlantic, though. A sun
vey by the Federal Reserve Ba4
of Richmond la.st month found
that the region's manufacturers
hired more workers in September,
for the first time since Decembei
2007. That was up from no changa
in August and a decline in July.
Dunng the late spring and suitemer from May to August. pain eased
slightly for some of the nation's
most stressed areas. Deschutee
County. home to Bend, Ore., had
been among the 40 most stressed
counties in May_ But in August.
it sass- its unemployment dip and
its foreclosure rate hold steady.
Much of that relief came from
seasonal jobs in landscaping and
manufacturing of wood products
And it was limited mainly to blues
collar seasonal a orkers — not the
engineers, planners. architects cit
designers who lost their jobs when
Bend's once-thriving housing market cooled off.
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Kappa Department plans
special meeting Tuesday

JOIN
FARM BUREAU ,

The Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet Tues. day at 6:30
p.m. at the club house. This will be a -Pink
Party (Breast Cancer .4* arenessi group
event. Hosteas will be Kim Grasty.
Serving as officers for the department this
year are Kim Grasty, chair; Gay Evans vice
chair; Jennifer Jones, secretary; and
DorInds Craig. treasurer.
Jo's
Detebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

and enjoy these

DISCOUNTS...
Sherwin-Williams

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision
Making Council will meet Tuesday in the media
center

25% OFF
Enterprise
Rent-A-Car

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.
Temple Hill Lodge to meet first lliesday
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free arid Accepted Masons will meet
Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464, east of Alma
David Holt, master. urges all Masons to attend.
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Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6.30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the reas door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.
Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex of the
Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Pat at
489-2909.
TOPS meeting 'Iliesday
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For information call Sheila at 227-1723.
Volunteer training planned
A volunteer Training will be Tuesday at 8 a.m. at the Murray
Board of Education. If you plan to volunteer in the classroom. chaperone, etc., at any time during the year, plan to attend this training.
MWC Board will meet
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight (Monday) at 6:3() p.m. at the club house. Cynthia Barnes.
president, urges.all board members to attend
Girl Scout meeting tonight
Girl Scout Service Unit will meet tonight (Monday)at 6:3() p.m.
at the Girl Scout Cabin, Sharpe Szre,et, Murray. For more informalion call Andrea Fowler, membership coordinator, at 1-270-4438704 or 1-888-771-5171.
Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight(Monday)at
7 p.m. For more information contact Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.
Heart Walk Team plans promotion
Murray Bank's Heart Walk team is selling cookbooks as a
fundraiser to benefit the Arnencan Heart Association. Cookbooks
are $10 each and can be purchased at either branch. The cookbook
is made up of recipes from bank employees and will be on sale until
Oct. 16.
Working car needed
A single parent with three children is in need of a car in good
working condition.% If you have a car you would be willing to
donate, contact Julie Stone of the Mueray Family Resource Youth
Service Center at 759-9592.
Reservations available
The Murray Bank Good Life still has a few reservations available for the Branson, Mo. and Caribbe.an Cruise trips. If interested,
contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or bsykes@themurraybank.com.
Special trip scheduled
Bank of Cadiz & Trust Co. Travel Club has a trip planned for
Christmas in San Antonio Dec. 3.10. Highlights will include
Texarkana. Jefferson. Austin. Fredericksburg. San Antonio, River
Walk, Barge Tour. Alamo and more. For information contact
Jennifer Eidson at 759--4852 or visit the website at
bankofcadiz.com for more details about the trip.
Hospital requesting magazines
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is accepting magazines for
the lobby. and waiting areas. If you have any; 2009 magazines that
contain appropriate family matenal and you would like to donate,
drop them off in the front iobby on the magazine cart, or call Gail
Stubblefield, MCCH's librarian, at 762-1572 forinformation.

15% OFF
Photo provided

LEADERS: Pictured at the recent rneeting of the WMU of the Blood
River Baptist AsSociation
at Union Ridge Baptist Church, Aurora, were, from lett, Martha
Norsworthy, First Place 4
Heatth Leader ar,d Kentucky Networking leader; Don Steffey,
First Place 4 Health Leader:
Carole Lewis, First Place 4 Health National Director; and Vicki
Heath, First Place 4 Health
Leadership and Fitness Development Coordinator.

GM

Vehicles

'500-'750 OFF
Hotels

Diversity' conference scheduled at Lourdes
PADUCAH,
Ky.
Workplace diversity will be the
focus of the Second Annual
Diversity Conference Thursday.
Oct. 22 at Lourdes.
The one-day conference will
be from 8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
in the Border Community
Room at Lourdes' Marshall
Nemer Pavilion. The $35. cost
includes lunch provided by
Lourdes as well as a lig,ht continental breakfast starting et 8
a.m. Registration is required.
This year's conference theme,
"The Diversity of Diversity."
reflects how .society's view of
diversity has changed over the
years to now include groups that
were previously excluded. 'The
keynote speaker will be Arthur
Lucas. executive director of the
Office of Diversity. anti Equality
for the Conamonwealth of
Kentucky
Additional topics covered
include the Americans with
Disabilities Act from an

employer's point of view pre.
seined by Norb Ryan, ADA
coordinator with the Kentucky
Office
of
Vocational
Rehabilitation. and a historical
perspective on the evolving
meaning of diversity, presented
by David Nickell, associate professor of Sociology and
Philosophy at WKCTC. A panel
discussion will also be held
about the challenges and benefits of generational diversity in
the workplace.
"'This year's conference is
shaping up to be both informative and exciting," said Lourdes'
Martha Argotte, one of the conference organizers. "Human
resource professionals and others interested in a productive
workplace will learn so much
from our scheduled speakers."
The conference is co-sponsored
by
Lourdes. West
Kentucky Community and
Technical College. Four Rivers
Society for Human Resource
Management. and the Kentucky

Ladies of the Balks
The ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regularly scheduled golf on Wednesday, Sept.r 30.
A scramble was played with Laura Parker and Wanda Lawson as
hostesses:
The gaup had two teams of three and one team of four for golf.
First pace winning team was composed of Betty Hassel, Judy
Hooper, Melanie Lowe. and Linda Orr. They shot a 40.
Lecond place taam was composed of Wanda Lawson. Patsy
Woodall, Cynthia Darnall, taking an extra shot. They shot a 41.
The regularly scheduled golf play will be Wednesday, Oct. 7 at
9:30 a.m. Hostesses will be Carolyn Greenfield and Judy Hooper.

Ladies of Murrell Country Chit
The ladies of the Murray
Country Club played a Goofy
Golf
Tournament
on
Wednesday, Sept. 30.
Winning Teams with a tie
were
Pat Miller, Cheryl
Pittman, Freda Steely and
Barbara Gray; and Patsy Green,
Gayle Blackburn, Beth Belote.
Marcia
Beam
and
Judy
Muehleman.
Chip Ins were by Peggy
Shoemaker and Freda Steely
The ladies will meet for golf at
9:30 a.m. on Wednesday. Oct. 7,
with Betty Stewart as hostess
.Pairings will be made at the tee

21111E

Everyone is invited to play. If
your name is not listed, please
come and you will be assigned
to a team.

10 - 20°- oFF'.

Office
of
Vocational
Rehabilitation. Call (270) 5343335 to register.

Hickory Woods
Rerirern•nt Center

111APPES1111115
by Amite Peeler
What a beautiful week' We lose the
Autumn season It is so nice to rock
on the froni porch with perfect temperatures
we've been busy with a host of
Murray State students corning out and
spending ume with us. They've been
playing BINGO, Wti Bowling and
other activities with us. They even
hese d
show planned for us.
(That should be interesting!I
We had a special treat this week with
Mane Taylor and Randall Black performing for us on Monday. We love
sitting back and listening to good
music
We had a very "eventful" trip to
Mathis Orclard this week. Atter we
loaded up the van with apples. cider.
pumpluns and us. our an decided it
didn't want tr. leave Thanks ts some
nice people in Mayfield. who brought
us a new battery we were on our way
back home. Never a dull moment on
our trips'
Eugene and RoNryie Waggoner hosted a luncheon for their fnend Oneida
Boyd. Everyone seemed to enjoy the
lunch and had a good time together
We appreciate the health department
coming out and giving us our flu shots
this week They just 'mixt us up and
shot us' We appreciate them giving us I
our ques because we are too busy to I
get the flu
A special Happy Birthday goes out to
Mary lo Watkins this week. Happy
Birthday Mary Jo. and many more'
Next week !enlist. and Mitzi have a
"gospel week" planned. They have
different speakers and all types of
gospel music planned. so that should
he a fun week
Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phcme-.(rot;warm • 1486-231-9714

Comfort Inn
Econo Lodge
Rodeway Inn
Days Inn
Ramada
All KY State'Parks
and more
Beltone Hearing
15% OFF
Eyeglasses &
Contacts

10- -

OFF

Call For Details.

Home & Auto
Insurance

SUBSCRIBE

Hear Today...Save Today!

/

Open Fit Behind the Ear

'1595

Reg. $2,500 Sale Price

Save up to

30%
Offer Expires
'10/31/09 .

Custom Digital In the Ear

Bill is Back!

'695

Reg. $1,095 Saie Price

Free Hearing Test with This Coupon - Offer Expires I0/31/09
411 hearing aids sold on a 30 Day -friai Purcha.se
Professionals Available For You!
Call Today — 270-753-805S or Coll Toll Free I -800-9495728
Bill Moore iust couldn't leave all
his friends and customers in
Murray behind
Stop by today and see Bill for all your custom iewelry

No's"'

()PEN

sATIIRDAY!

--#4,0rprprzipe dr

AO."

107 S. 4th

Street,

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5

Murray • 270-753-9959

S.at. 9 a.as.-3 p.m. • Closed Sunday
sill0111111=101.11NRIMIMillia

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th Street - Murray. KY
'Since 1876.- A Name You Can Trust-

6• Monday. October 5. 2009
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Ashley Morris
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p.m. Fax: 753-1927
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Murray State

ha* declared Ow following
needs Long horned ems steer

item* surplus tn ne

appointment call JD Van Hower at 270-277-3402
Bid forms(BID Q-236D-10i can he obtained at the
general services building on Chestnut Street Bide
trill open October feh at 2.00p.e, Querions
Liegti Meretunger at 270-S09-443S

Murray State University hem declared the folloynna
Kerne surplus to its needs l'oredve outdoor !ight

IMMEDIATE OPENING

Shearer at 270-B09-4393 Bide forms i BID Q-236D10i can he obtain.td at the General Sendoe•
Building on Checrtnut Street Bids trill open October
lith at 2 30pm Questions: Call Leigh Menchmger at
270-809-4435.

fkilloessaelhoisetiM14011
An Ordinance levying an ad •1110111111 tax in the
City of Murray, Kentucky for the year 2010 upon all
motor vehicles and Watercraft di the City of
Murray. Kentucky
Atter :
Ss Hans McClure
Haria Mc Clure
City Clerk

Ss Danny 0 Hudspeth
Danny 0 Hudspeth.
Mayor

Summary prepared hy Warren Hopkins,
City Attorney

Otoltosecallasbar1101-1481
An Ordinance levying an ad valorem tax in the City
of Murray, Kentucky for the year 2009 upon all
property in the City of Murray as shown by the
Calloway Counts Aseeeement afi of January I 2009
Anew:
ne Herta

00°'

We Danny 0

Hudspeth
Duey O. Hudspeth,

Metflare
Ores letrreirs
Pity Clerk
Summary preps:et:I by
Cie, Attorney

Ala*
Warren Hopinno

ArielORIVIEMENT

Lou V. MeGary
Dort Your Polley Pa, /001. of

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

the Devils( tail's,

Avoid inflationary cost

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan

good drivingrecord and vehirip insurance Six day per
week delivery Inie.resied persons Should
come by and pick up.an application.'ai
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 ,Vhitnell Avn

PLEA.SE NO PHONE CALLS

LE.7--•-

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaocuracies ck, occur
Readers using this
information
sc at
t heir
own
risk
"hough Persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed lo
be reputable
The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities

TAKING
APPI,ICATI()NS
[idyl
Co.(
Nlit-o 13( ;1111i 1+. 4,0

Irrevocabk Medicaid
Approved

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1,024 on Part A, $135 cm
Part Fi Call me for more informatem

'1 I I

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

cum'

TREE Me IR CLAW MENG FOS MY
a.m.-8 p.m.

753-7890 • 8

hOVe OW!) automobile

z

- PREPLANNING -6*
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangeinent Specialist

INSURANCE

NEED EXTRA CASH,
• Minimal Hours •.Monthly Pay

poles Items may be seen by appointment call Mark

•••

TOO

Univerruty

and heifer with good horn and brew Used for team
roping purpmes and broke. Items may be xeen by

10:

Beam

201 S. kd • Murray, KY 42071
Trcr• feine/kerrn hdlarS

L_

WKAT LS MEDICARE
ADVANTAGE?
it Is sn alternative to s

(

Nfrims,,k ,

Medicare Suppternent.

1. 2 & 3t
YVe act
8e
APO/ et
902 Nc

11)1

Ron Sellin
Annual Enrollment 13eqins Nov. 15
Medicare Supplement Servidse
Phone (270)759-1555
Cell (270)210-2533
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SINCE 1993
THANKS FOR
YOUR BUSINESS
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Beginning November 2. 2009. West Kentucky Allied
Servicer. Inc will be adminietenng the Substilly
Csampeamat of the Low-Income Home Enermy
Mairance Program Beginning January 4. 2010
thnrue March 31,2010 or until held, are expended.
Weet Kentucky Allred Services. int will be administering the Crisis Comma:0mi of the Los-Income
Horne Enerm, Amirante Program
If you or your Company is intereeted in hemming an
approved Vendor for the Subsidy anclior Criaia
Component. you may obtain a Vendors Application
Packet fn..% Weer Kentucky Allied Sentient Inc , at
222 West Water St . Mayfield,
42066 ar youi
local WKARICSIIG °face in the county that you
reside
A vendor meeting will be held at the West Kentucky
Allied Services. Inc Central office located at 222
West Water St Mayfield. on Wednesday, October
12th. 2009 at 10:00 a m in the Rose/Boyd
Conference Room
The completed applic•tion End signed Vendor
Ag-rnem.ilt for both Subsidy and Crisis Programs
must he returned to WRAF! Central Mee, no later
then October 20 2009
"This project Dirsded in part, under a contract
!with the Department for etionnsenity Based
Sereirea, Cabinet eor Health and Family
Service., frith fands &owe the Commonity
Seri lees Block Grant Act of the Department or
Health and Hamar. Services."

GET
1XI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
1!
COMMUNITY
Thrift
Store
312 N Markel St.
Paris. TN 38242
(731)707-0311
Clothing. housewares,
electronics, furniture.
and holiday decor
Taking donations of aii
kinds to benefit vanou,
local groups
NOT10E
Advertisers sr*
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for :my
error Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsibte for only
one incorrect Insertion Any error
should be
reported immediately so corrections can
be rr.fide

DISCLAIMER
When accessing ihe
7he/p wanted.'%fiction
on our classifieds
wetspage
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to kibrierworiicom
By default.
Murray and local Job
listing. will appear on
this welisite
However. as a national
websitc. not all listings
on the. a3bnetwort.com
me placed thmugh
the Mune) Ledger
& Times Please cal:
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray arca
yob hating: Thank yam.
DO you love worldng
with ldds?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you, Full time and
part time positions
available
ApelY at.
VVee Care
10e. S 1 5th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

Rake

ci

I

bides

FIRtFiGHTERt
Wanted. Paid training,
good salary. $ for
school. regular raises,
benefits, retirement.
HS grads ages 17-31.
Call Mon-Fri 1-800777-6289.
HUDDLE House in
Murray hiring Shift
Managers & Team
members. For details
call (270)217-4410 or
email your resume to
imorgentecheersfoodandfuel cum or fax
your
resume
to
(270)443-6032. also
apply online at cheensfoodandfuetnet. Open
Interviews at Huddle
House 10/8. 10/9.
10/10. 9-3.

Murray 1,e(Igt:r & Times
1001 Whitnell (..
- 1Turray. KY

•
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411ftfiladm
Apply In person at Brittheyen of Benton
2007 Main Street Hwy 841 S Benton. KY
42025 EOEJAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

YAMAHA 0-2 Grand
Piano, 5' 7" High, polish ebony finish. very
nice piano. $8.200
tax delivered
l270)437-4432

0.

ii if

TOTAL GYM as seen
on TV. real work out
Lamp, antique stained
glass. New Estebain
guitar with instruction
DVas
270-7054208

Fulani

GREAT
apartment,
close to MSU, quiet
neighborhood
2BR.
1BA. wid included. rio
pets. $400/mo DePosti
& lease required. 2935871

(14 X 56) 2BR Home
and Lot on State Line
Rd., Crossland
($12.500)
C,ontact Broker &
OWN)!

Mike Conley
270.223.3232

www.murras kyapartments.cas
278-7674111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

LARGE
SEALECTION

Warded

teSils ATM IAN( ES
LPN/RN part-time 10pTbur & Fri Apply in
person at Green Acres
ileelthCare. 402 W
Farthing, Mayfield KY.
NOW
The
hiring
Crassroads in Hardin,
KY Servers. cashiere.
hostess, dishwasher.
cooks end prep cooks.
Must be friendly. outgoing and able to wadi
weekends Come by
between 7am -5Pfr ft:if
application
PECO Products hinng
positions
all
send
resume In infoOpecoproducts.com. PO Box
383. Murray.
ST
AFF
AccountanVCPA - successful CPA firm offering competitive salary.
4 day work week. 2yrs.
public
accounting
experience and BS in
accounting required_
Email resume confidentially
to:
Julie0maxis com

CAN'T be at home with
your child during the
day? Let me offer you
the next test thing.
Stete Certified child
care in my home 7
years expenence
Or
info oak 705-2874.
Hot1 DAYS
ARE
NEAR?
DO YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED? 270-2935606
STAY al home mother
of 2 is available full or
part-time
hours
Availability is from
6am-9pm. Mon-Sat
Children ages infancy
to pre-k Reasonable
Rates' 270-293-0374,
270-978-5194

MOM COAIPUTERS
Seonce/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades

759.3656

ANT1ODES, Call Larry
753-3833
OFFICE & rental property
cleaning
References evadable
227-6535

*AIM ELKIN%
Hewes For Rent

(210) 7c3 1711

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 121h,
Murray

LARGE 3BR
753-8012

:6-ather

S295

Frighlegi

Subscribe to the

NEW TAN& Gold
Couch & Lovesoat.
$850 00 436-2513
TOP quality
consignment furreture.
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
803 Main S.
753-6361
TWO bedroom suites.
dining room table/
chairs, recliner. washer. dryer Ail
excellent conditon. 270-2935670

Compeers

Mulls Buy

IMMEDIATE Full-time
receptionist. Excellent
, people, phone, computer & typing skills
:o
ne%Tr: taPp
nn
es
w
letiecrantio
Mall resumes to PO.
Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071.

Foe Mk

Wean For Nis

Brethaven of Benton is currenth accepting
Applications for the following position RN
full-time afternoon shift. We offer competitive wages and an excetlent benefit package
Mubl be licensed in the State of Kentucky

Wednce
Phone
Equa

TOO el -1

( .111 1111 '11c It

Ateeettoni Viedera
Cost. Wood. liaroammo,
anal Prepeass
This year Wen Kentucky Allied Sernoes. Inc ,
be advertising for both Subsidy and Criaie Vendor.
for the Los-Income Howie Energy Assietance
Program

LARGE
duplex,
Mart. chs
orator.
$425/mo
8 lease

LARGE
newly rat
campus,
$600 *al
trash fun
pets 7594600

Owners

/AI

Please calf me for an appowitment

HAZEL I
room At
water. 00
etectric
$550/mc
8211

fleiderase
555-8 Ford Backnoe
Extencl-e-Hoe. 1985
S8000 Firm 293-3232
Ford 2000 Trador.
Lots of new parts,
good condition S4,400
obo 753 5998

Firewood. 293-2487

For rent 36R 2 full BA,
doublewide
mobiie
home. Front and back
deck.2 miles east of
Murray. Washer. dryer
Call 227-8802 or 293E1116

OR 2br apts. nea
downtr wn
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1,283 Bedroom. 753°006
2BR Duplex, ell:C/A-,
all appliances. newly
remodeied, 1003-13
Northwood. (270)7530259

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mall
I Om..
3 um
3
mo...-.$3.3.M
6 ma.....-.-.$65.01
I
I yr. ----SUOMI
Reel ot KY/TN

Other Man
Saimenpdoes
3 vac -----$75.00
3 ass.
ra&---$9•06 6 Rio. ----AMAMI
I yr.----$1211.65 I yr.---314.5.90
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fluceenot

Money Orde r

VERY Nio
2- Bedroon
Duplex. cc
remodelec
: heatair. w
applian
nutted. gri
no pets.
non-smolo
$650 00/rr
year lease
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minutes
$350 rer
293-3761
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UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. is flow accepting
applications for 1 8 2
BR rental assisted
apartments. M-W-TH.
8-2:30: 1734 Campbell
St 759.2282 Hearing
Impaired only 1-800E148-6056.
Equal
Housing Opportunity

Sta te

Zip

Davtlfrie

Ph

Mail this coupon with proincnt to

Ledgcr & Times
P.O. Sox 1040
Murray, KY 4907t
Or call arra) 763-1916
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11111Peile Fel ids

MOM

Weiner horse gelding
not for beginners
Make offer 873-8244

WLINES

811111A

za n s
24/7 Survsillsnos
Climate Control
EloctrIcIty

CiAC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
"9 E MAW
(270) 753-6286
CAPI1 (270) 293-4183

IML
81819A
1.111114.

ban Dew ns
Apartment..
Ihuguid
Murray KY 42071
reir and rive
lirdroem Apartment.
re-753455e
141118-349-11133
Ext. 283
qua efeeierey
HAZEL New one bedocen Appiiances
water. revost. trash.
electric included
S550/mo (270)4928211
LARGE 2111R, IBA,
duplex, walk to WelMarl dw, stove. refrigerator, w/d
S425/mo plus deposit
lease 227-4037

ieral Home
, KY 42671

hi•ner,

11 \Niro,
N

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodered
campus, CAVA, VOID,
S600 water. sewage 8
trash furnished. no
pets 759-4896, 2934600
NOW LEASING
1, 2 3bectroorn Apts
We accept Sectioe
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Ape',
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 41-800-648-6056
SHARP 2BR. itiA,
duplex. stove, refrigerator. washer 8 dryer 5
minutes North 641.
$350 rent & detxisit.
293-3761

‘i
S'sAt,/

:LURE

993

VERY Nice Large,
2-Bedroorn. 2-Beth
Duplex. completely
remodeled. centralheeeair washeOdryer
all apvliEonces tur,
nished. great location
no pets.
non-smoking
S650 00/month one
year lease. deposit
and references
required 753-5719

FOR
1NESS

g

m** For ftent

;EAT
apartment.
se to MSU, quiet
ghborhood
2BR.
Ili. %yid included. fiO
$400/m0 DeP01111
aase required 293'1

miarnent LLC

rtments.com
111
built

pertinent,
.
ihle IA included
S'

e

,r

TIMES

Ul Other NIA
Sebertiptises
1

MA •

VERY Nice. 2Bedroom. 1 -Beth
Duplex, centralheatilir. washer/dryer
al appliance* furnished, great location
no pots.
non-smoking.
S800.00/month. one
year leas*, depool
and references
required. 753-5719

MINI-STOItAGE
726 S. 4TH NT.
MIKIS $25 !IRIS 1$11
(1'M 436-231A
(279i 293-99119
/REIMER
MINISTORAGE

Pent
Study in paradise 9
mites tram campus
515
Saddle
Ln 1
S400/rno
208-883-6219

*inside climate control
storage
•Sectotty adarmed
•Sato & clean
•Ws sel! boxes'
•We rere U-Hauls
753-9800

WiLearm.
Ssis

284 Bedroom houses
tease 8 deposit
required 753 4109
2-BEDROOM. 2-Bath
Heuse, completely
remodeled, centralneatiair washer/dryer.
ell appliances fer
*shed quiet location
near lake. no inside
pets, non-smoking,
S700.00/mooth. one
year tease, deposit
and references
required. 753-5719.
2BF1 Newly redecoral.
ed. New heating/AC
units. Stove, fridge.
WO hook-ups No
pets Reelease/cleo
Water sewer, trash
paid. Cardinal Dr in
city S515 (270)7671 76
28R, 4444 Radio
Road, $350, no pets
753-8582 277-1935

A8F Warehousing
Near MSU S20-50
753-7688

1440 Kit bidg fo
lease Great location
has gas heat. 9780402
4,400 Scft
Professional Office
Bulking in Downtown
Murray. Fe,more
inforrnallon retease
contact Mat Jennings
al SI30 Reel Property
Professiorials at 77G753-9999 x1 1 1
PROFESSIONAL
office spoof for lease.
Appx. 1,500 sq.ft. 9780402

CornreercaH Duetting
.or sale or lease. High
raffle Greet Yisitallty
978-0402.
COMMERCIAL tiler:lino. 30z40 0/11/A. korr

Cittiy

Race to the Canal
returns to LBL

For race information. contact Steve Wilson with Wood-N-Wave at
270-362-2453 or email infotillwoorkiwave.com. You may also visit
the Wood-N-Wave website at www.woodnwave.com. Registration
is available at die Wood-N-Wave shop, beginning Friday, Oct. 16
from 3 to 7 p.m. at KY Lake Drive, on Saturday from 3 to 7p.m, and
on-site race day. Racers must register at least 30 rninutes prior to
their class start time.
The cost for the race vanes from 510 to 530 for expert classes.
Racers must have a NORBA license. which will be sold on-site. A
one-day license may be purchased for 55. All racers are required to
wear helmets. Sponsors of the event include: Wood-N-Wave,
Grand Rivers, and Land Between 'Ile Lakes.

Stenos In Murray, KY
Friday, Oct. 18 from 4-5 p.m.

Southern

a

For tur6e1 aNaroamo- »MI fair

Ficsoong Adyor!mmg "Nu,
noents. contact NIA
ountel
Rm.P %lam, 1.7'111 sell- Pill

:Z•
Need to sell you
house?

for t,1 3 1‘,.
Starling at s2r,

MR located in Hazel.
2 acres ss161 double
9•11190- A40491419
seabed Ma wall
October 10Ih. Seller
has ths right to refuse
al Ms. 767-4222.
P.0 Box 1300 Murray,
KY
ENERGY sanng new
home. 2.244 sq ft
under root, 3BR. 2SA.
(cad) °Wangs), 2 car
garage, concrete drlys,
peso & front porch. no
city taxes, 118,000
rebate, first time buyers 210-3781. 5592032
FSBO 38R, 1f3A, 1 2

acres. 2400 separate
garage Hardin 2935918, 703-2477 7051 970
NEW 4BR. 2BA, 2120
sq. ft. located at
Brookside Lane
Arxepting sealed bids
until October 10tri
Seller has the right to
refuse all bids.
787-4222 PO. Box
1300 Murray. KY

Call us as will be
OISCI to MO
teurna Ledger 5 Three
1

Propsny
UNBELIEVABLE
Log Cabin Sale
Set Oet 10th
LOG CABIN & 2AC
Only
$60.900

436-5141
A
AFFORDABLE
Hauling
Clean out
garages gutters funk
A tree wtyr-S

•-.

Call 753-5406
Vent
93 Full size Ford yen.
looks good welt maintained runs great
Chateou package 4
Captains chain 8
seats $1.500 7538487 before 9 00 p m

APPLIANCE PitWi
SERVICE a PARTS
(270) 293 8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Calhoon Construction, LLC
Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-9'78-1007

stimab.,

Caisson

$15 & up VVIII mow
lawns Adult owned &
oterated
270-9785855
, I If, •
SI In
I
eat:teeing, Winn WM':
I tinels t.apswg
I rat Neu einotti;
o•atr...tairtion.itiaatarotr....1
.753:1916_

227-0611

YOUR AD(OULD
liFRU FOR
0 N LA' 1.7 00,
A 1/4014 H75) /916
_
_
227-C758
-7
753-2353
ALL Careentrv
•flemodeling
*Additions
•Decks
*Porches
*Pole Bams
•tammate Floors
•Toie
*Mobile Horne- RePelf
•Rool-Oyers
*Underpinning
Larry Nimmo

Electaiii

stemowid
N

iffuTE
oterrnucTION
Call os for
oworualia

2000 Coachrnan 5Ih
wheel. w/slide, extra
nice
270-753 2269
270-293-2176

*UV,

amla all et 0....ote owe
•Roofing •Sheetrock
*Plaster •Remocksis
8 more
Custom buNdozing
and trackhoe work
land clearing
urderbrushing ponds
ekes and waterways
Free estimates
Gene Parker
293-1005
753-6,83a
evenings eave
message

en.( \1.114,1(
1 401 St. 1St 121N
753-8087

J & S DOZER
Custom BULLDOZING
•lanti-ciNanrog
•unrierbeeireng *Pores
•Lake4 *Waterways
F roe E stenetes
Greg Renfro.
293-43371
DRYWALL repair 8
peinting. Free est,- mates. 270-873-9916

_FREE
PICK UP

1270p27,8188

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Painting • Fix-trs
• Repairs • Decks

21.1[4.11.-1c.,:n.21
FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, fire
wood Insured 4892839

(270) 1173-9341
(2701 873-2467

Ft iturlh;i1 (..1.11111.

pressure washed
& stained

(270)436-2228

THE Murray Lodger 8
Times considers rts
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
rtsk
Althouge persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
Ledger
8
Times. nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.
WEST
CallOway
County
Development
•Track hoe. dozer.
backhoe work & septic
systems, top soil I.
gravel for sale. We
build you a Home to
Sude your Needs 270210-3781, 270-5592032.
•
BRICK 8 Block layer
available
270.25206i57

GOMM

Sinve 1986

24 noun manta
Rex Com & Ind.
Licensed &. Insured
;All Jobe or masa

753-956_2___A

wl PRIER Root ilapel

t)
(
cir.i.t

WHY rent when you
can oven,Save 8K first
time home buyers
130K house for sale.
949-322-1495

436-2867 Lamb's
Professionai Tree
Service Complete
tree
removal. gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
insured Emergency
293-8377

P An Order Call 1.800-247-2815
www tsrlaystishfarm corn

MIMS IIIINNSIS PINISTICIIIS INC. I

heip

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562. 227-0267

MUNN
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Theiday, Oct. 6, 2009:

for

GEMINI(May 21-dune 20)
*** Take a quieter stand

than
usual You discover that detachThis year, opportunities come
ment will lead to the correct
forward because of your very
answers. VOW instincts guide
creative nature and an ability to
GOLDEN POND. KY -- Race to the Coma is set to take place really look at the basics Honor you when facing a new playing
again this year at Land Between Tbe Lakes (1,BL) National your priorities and securities, fieid. Stay open to unforeseen
Recreation Area on Sunday, October 18.
but still he innovative. This options They head in your direcThis mountain bike race is sponsored locally by Wood-N-Wave, combo is possible. In a creative tion Tonight Relax with a good
niovie
Grand Rivers, and sanctioned by the National Off-Road Bicycling field of work, having
endless CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Association (NORBA). Race to the Canal is an endurance event ideas becomes your
trademark. ***** You easily might lose
that will cover challenging and varied teffain along the North/South If you are single.
there is no rea- your focus. whether you intend
Trail from Golden Pond Visitor Center to North Welcome Station. son to remain single,
unless it is to or not. A partner might be
Some expert classes will also race the Canal Loop for a total of 36 your choice Enjoy
the romance. overwhelming you with so much
miles.
If you are attached. the two of "good news." Is there such a
There are race classes that accommodate all ages and ability lev- you can choose to
thing? It appears so Stay
feed the
including
children; first-timers men and women, single speed; flames of romance.
els.
Go on a sec- focused on your long-tome, goals
Clydesdale (200# or over rider); and masters for ages 50 and over. ond honeymoon
or re-create to find centering Tonight Where
Race distances will vary. depending on the race category. The race your first date. TAURUS
can be the crowds are.
LEO (July 23-Aug, 22)
has 31 classes. with prizes awarded to the top 3 finishers in each an anchor.
**** Pressure builds, and you
class. Races will be held rain or shine and will end near the
might not have the control you
Between the Rivers Memorial Bridge on Canal Loop 'Trail
The Stars Show the Kind of would like Enioy
yourseff to the
"This has been an annual event for several years and is popular Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic. max Understand what is motiwith die mountain biking conununity because of the challenging and 4-Positive; 3-Averagc
2-So-so: vating a boss. This person
varied terrain." comments Kyle Varel, LBL OHV & Trails Assistant.
means well as he or she gener"Steve Wilson, with Wood-N-Wave Bicycles & Watersports. has
ates work and keeps dumping it
done a great job coordinating this and other bike events at LBL, as ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
on you Take everything that is
well as volunteering to help maintain our bike trails." Varel adds. **** In a meeting. someone
happening with a grain of salt
"The Wood-N-Wave cycling team has contributed immensely to expresses a point of view that
Tonight A must appearance
ensure this race and other trail related events take place at LBL. says: Let's atop worrying and
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

*r:hannel Catfish 'Largemouth BABA 'Redear *Bluegill (Bream)
1,4innews 'Black Crew* (of AVR tl 'Grass CM

k Times
40
42071
1-1916

wow

We will knoetnah wept ev
admirtlefmt lot ma estate ',AK+,
If not to violaton tfie las All
weee. art heretn irt,71.1
/flat ail inellmwsadvertned
avatlabie aro an equal opportu
nth Kato

Ready to finish tog
sanation
included. cabin 8 2 scree
abut75345106. 753-325.9
ting wildlife pa* at
160.000 acre mereabonal lake
in KY. Excellent
financing. CaN now
1-800-704-3154 x
DOG Obedience
3259. kylakeeale.corn
(270)436-2t358

NOW IS THE TIME FOR STOCKING!

unyttinni tu
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Hemming 4et Neem
All teal estate advection Wow
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USED TIRES

arlt

EllAY!!I

Zip

Nights: 7534997

1 008 Southwood 4plex
28C04 978-0074

After the 2009 ice storm, tearn members volunteered countless hours
to help clear the trails of debris and make them safe again for public

Local Mall
((An..

Call: 293-87118

[
1111L
—T—
I
710

Calloway Garden

•II I

11.000-SO FT home
in country 88F1, 6(3A.
indoor pool, gymnasium, (28' tall ceiling)
Secres lake. lots of
outside decks. 5 acres
up to 90acres 5592032

011wad

Asis Pons

es ler Isle

For Sale
Wheel Straw bates
10 Of TOM
$2 00 a bele
Squats round
Daien horse quairry

9am 4p.m.M-F

----- Ma. I IIA

Vise

n

KELLY FARM

RAM

I Ne

Land tor sale 90K 4 5
acre lot Oaks County
Club Rd 978-0053

Slunda).()ctober 5, 24109 • 7

just do Though you might be
Inclined to do this, you know better. A iittle sea-discipline goes a
long way Remain sensitive to
your budget, Of you could be
very sorry. Tonight. Treat yourself, but don't go overboard
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
**** YOU are all smiles and
looking at the big picture A boss
Could be pushy and demanding.
However, he or she has great
Ideas. and if you f011Ow the obvious path, you'll come out on top
Dent push someone away
Tonight Could De a late night

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Defer to others and

let
them come up wrth solutions.
Understand what is ailing another person. Do your best iob of listening. You have unusual
resources: be willing to plug
them in elsewhere. perhaps
close to home Tonight Sc many
choices.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
*** Stay even. even if everything. including the kitchen sink,
drops in your lap. Listen to all the
suggestions, though you could
be exhausted by the tine of people. Understand what is going on
at work. You might want to pace
yourself and eliminate what is
unnecessary Tonight Put your
feet up.
CAPRICORN (Dee. 22Jan. 19)
***** Your creativity manifests in many different areas

You have the choice of where to
funnel this energy. You want to
take a risk. be it emotional or
financial. Just don't go overboard or commit to anything you
cannot afford to lose. Tonight
Buy a treat on the way home
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fsb. 18)
***** Your opt:mism and
high energy could overwhelm
others. In the mood you are in.
you could be a tad insensitive
and push others away Walk in
another's shoes. Tonight Happy
at home
PISCES (Fob. 194Aarch 29)
***** Keep conversations

open and feed Mem with your
ideas Instinctively, you'll see
how positive sharing is Still.
there might be an idea you
choose to keep to yourself
Others give you a show of faith.
Tonight Hang out with hiends
BORN TODAY

Bond girl Britt Ekland (19421

Fall Trail Ride Er Lunch

***** Keep reaching out tip(
new information You'll discover

there are many different impressions and perspectives. You get
in touch with the many possibilities -- now to choose Give yourself time to wade through an
issue, Tonight. Opt for different.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*****
Nothing replaces
direct !elating and understanding Your choices only become
stronger through discussion. You
don't have to agree but it might
be wise to respect each other's
views If a solution doesn't

STOP LEG CRAMPS
BEFORE THEY STOP YOU
Calltoat• os detognatd to halo stop
CraftipS ittSt ask your pharmacist

appear immediately. it will soon
enough. Relax. Tonight. Spend
time with a special friend.

o akstot tt,)

retitt• Tablyt
More Calcio
tV, Ihtortnn 0,

Caket

;tie Henry Louny Junior LiveStoCk Association is
hams, their annual fall Trail Ride

Saturday, October 10, 2009
at Foster Heritage Ranch in Puryear, TN
The first ride out is at 10 a.m,
The second ride out is at 1:30 p.m.
$10/person or $25Marnily.
serw,s soiled hamburgers, notaoss,(rod boOgna wInrnmings, dessert
and drink at ncon Dunng this Dale, they will also have drawings for
pnzes Really svcid pnzes Horses or wagons are welcome

Directions: From Murray, Ky take 641 S. Into Hazel,
KY, turn
right onto State Une Road, go about 5-6
miles and the ranch
is on the left, which is Kuykendall Road
For edditional information contact: Mike
Barnhill 642-661S
or Chris Beckett 247-5369 or 731-445-3887
All proceeds go to the JUO/01 LNestock

Association scholarshr erne+

8 • Monday, October 5, 2009

Looking Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Calloway County Foe Rescue Volunteer Angel Hill handing a water
hose to Capt Dan Dillon as they
prepare for their next call. The
CCFR responded to 57 calls in
September and and four so far
this month. This week is National Fire Prevention Week. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
; Murray State University RACcrs lost to Western Whoppers 2118 in a football game at Bowling Green.
In high school soccer games,
Calloway County Lady Lakers won
1-0 over Caldwell County and
Calloway County Lakers lost 7-5
to Reidland Greyhounds.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of David
Lane. coordinator for 1989-90 United Way Fund Campaign speaking
to a group of plant representatives at Murray's Bnggs & Stratton Plant. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Mait Cooper
A Celebration of Life of Community Volunteer and Artist Joe
Rigsby. who died earlier this year
will be held at the Calloway County, Public Library on Oct. 8.
Births reported include twin
girls to Jern and William Rowlett
and a girl to Tammy and Thomas
Sills, Sept. 30. a girl to Mary
and Greg Kloppenstein. Oct. 1.
30 years ago
Published as a picture of the
burning tobacco barn, owned by
Gary Brame, Mt. Olive Church
Road, Golo, that was destroyed
by fire, along with 5 1/2 acres
of tobacco. The Calloway County Fire Rescue Squad answered
the call and kept the fire from
,.preading to an adjacent house
and barn.
Also published is a picture of
Skip Hamra and C7arla Horton.
both of Murray, in a scene from
'Barefoot in the Park' which
opened at the Murray State Um)•ersity Theatre on Oct. 4.
Mrs. Helen Hodges will be
the attest speaker at a meeting of

the J N. Withrum Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy on Oct 12 at the Colonial
House Stnogasbord
40 years ago
Frank Ryan has been appointed Master COMMISSICIOIX for Calloway County by Circuit Judge
James M Lassiter. He succeeds
Darrell Shoemaker who resigned
because of ill health.
Mike Jolmson, Tonuny Persall
and Mary Caudill, all of Murray.
have been named as members of
the Murray State University Marching Band. directed by Pau Shahan
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs HIS DIIIIICI Jaco
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs Gale
Ward, Sept 29. a boy to Mr. iuscl
Mrs. Arwood Park Sept. 30. and
a girl to Mr. aand Mrs. Kenneth
Poiet, Oct. 1.
50 years ago
Donna Ruth Grogan, Murray
High School senior, has been named
a sernoftnalist by the National Ment
Scholarship Corporation's lisi
revealed today. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs Leon Grogan.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs Larry B Lyles, a girl
to Mi. and Mrs Keruieth Crowley, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Boggess and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Hafford James.
Arlie Larimer is serving as pastor of Lone Oak Primitive Baptist Church.
60 years ago
Dr. Gerald A. Gordon will open
his offices on Oct. 7 in the Bank
of Murray building. He is a graduate of Lincoln Chiropractic College at Indianapolis. Ind.
Murray State College will have
its annual homecoming on Oct.8
with the Thoroughbreds playing
Eastern Kentucky in the football
garne
Births reported include • gal
to Mr. mai MI1. James Hutchens,
Oct. 2, and a girl to Mr and
Mrs.Toy Galon, Oct. 3

COMICS / FEATURES
Thanksgiving hostess decides
it's time to pare her guest list
DEAR ABBV: I know it's
early, but my problem is
Thanksgiving. For the past several years we have included four
other families for Thanksgiving dinner in our home. Their
children arc marned now, and
including
their spouses
and
stepchilthe
dren,
number of
guests
is
now close to
30. I feel it
is too many
and would
like
to
downsiz,e.
By Abigail
One famVan Buren
ily. is my
son's in-laws, whom I consider to be family. Another family hosts everyone for Easter,
and I would still like to include
them because we're close and
we spend holidays with them.
The other two families are
not as close with us anyrnore.
We have never been invited
to celebrate a holiday in their
homes. They could cook for
their families, and I feel like
I am being used. I would like
to tell them, after Thanksgiving is over this year, that we
plan to have a smaller gathering next year. That will allow
them ample time to make other
plans. My husband agrees. How
do I do this without causing
a rift, since two families will
be included and two won't? THANKSGIVING
QUANDARY
DEAR
QUANDARY:
Because you are feeling "used,"
why not draw the line now?
If you do, the two families
will still have time to make

Dear Abby

Today In moon
By The Associated Press
• Today is Monday, Oct. 5, the
, 278th day of 2009 There are 87
days left In the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 5. 1921. the World
Series was carried on radio for
the first time as Newark, N.J.,
station WJZ (later WABCi relayed
telephoned play-by-play account
• of the first giune from the Polo
Grounds. where the New York
.Grants were facing the New York
•, Yankees, to a studio announcer who
repeated the information on the
,air. (Althougoh the Yankees won
the opener, 3-0, the Criants won
the series, 5-3.;
On this date:
In 1829, the 21 st president of
the United States, Chester Alan
. Arthur. was born in Fairfield, Vt.
!Some sources list 1830.1
In 1892, the Dalton Gang, notomaks for its train robbenes, was

practicaliy
wiped out while
In 1970, Bnush trade coriumatteimoting to rob a pair of banks stoner James Richard Cross was
Coffeyvtlle. Kan
ludnaipped in Canada by militant
In 1931, Clyde Partgborn arid Quebec separatists', he was released
Hugh Herndon completed the first the following December
nonstop flight across the Pacific
In 1988. Democrat Lloyd
Ocean, arnving
A'ashington
Bentsen lambasted Repubhcan Dan
state sonw 41 hours after leaving Quayle during their vice presiJapan.
dentuil debate, telling Quayle,
In 1947, President fi
,g. "'Senator, you're llt) Jack Kennedy.Truman delivered the fir
111 1969. a jury in (...1sartotte.
lased White House addreve
ifikt....convicted fanner PTL evanspoke on the world food criais.
gelist Jim Bakker of using his
In 1953. Earl Warren was sworn TV show to defraud followers
in as the I 4d1 chief justice of the The Dalai Lama, the spiritual and
United States, succeeding Fred M
temporal leader of Tibet, was
Vinson.
named winner of the Nobel Peace
In 1958, racially' desegregated Prize.
Clinton High School in Clinton,
Ten yean agcr It was announced
Tenn . was rnostly leveled by art that MCI WorldCom Inc. had
early morning bombing.
agreed to pay SI 15 billion for
In 1969, the Bnush TV com- Sprint Corp. (However, the deal
edy program "Monty Python's Fly - collapsed less than a year later amid
ir.g Circus" inack its debut on regulators' objection.s.)
BBC 1

Murray Ledger di limes

Prescription eye drops
caused abnormal heart rate

other plans.
The way to handle it would
be to say: "This has been a
year when everyone has had
to cut back, and we are no
exception. That's why we are
limiting thc number of guests
we will be entertaining this
Thanksgiving. Wc wanted you
to know so there is enough
time for you to make other
arrangements. The parties hese
simply become too nauch work
and too expensive to continue."
If those folks are friends,
they'll grasp the economic reality and won't resent your honesty' and pragmatism. And if
they don't, they weren't real
friends to begin with.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 42year-old female physician. I
have been dating an engineer
for some time who is currently unemployed. He's a good person, gentle and affectionate.
However, he won't introduce
me to his mother. I'm not sure
why. The subject has come up
several times, and he keeps
putting it off. She's his only
living family member.
Should this raise a red flag?
We're both from India and he
lives with his mother, which
is common practice. -- M.D.
IN A MUDDLE
DEAR M.D.: If the man
is financially or emotionally
dependent on his mother, he
may be afraid that she will
disapprove. Or, it could have
something to do with the fact
that he's unemployed. Whatever his reason, he owes you
im explanation if you've been
seeing each other for an extended period of time. And yes, it
is a red flag. Bright red.
•..
DEAR
ABBY:
My
boyfriend of several years has
just told me he won't marry
me as long as I have student
loan debt to pay off. I have
always been upfront with him
about the amount of money I
owe. It's a sizable sum, hut
my credit is good.
He says he loves me but
cannot,' is good
Std
life with Me o
at m
money. Abby, ant
wrong
think that student loans should
not stop two people who love
each other from getting married? -- LOANED OUT IN
NORTH CAROLINA
DEAR LOANED OUT: No,
you are not. And furthermore,
I suspect that rather than the
money being the issue. it's that
your boyfriend has had a chenge
of heart.
•••
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: In May
2001, I suddenly developed an
irregular heart rate It would sometimes go two or three beats and
then MIS% one. At times, my heart
rate was only 41 beats per nunute
Dunng the surruner. I contacted
my fanuly physician. who ordered
some tests It
took
until
October 2003
tor the mystery to be
aolved. and it
wasn't
my
physician
who discovered the problem. My drug
company
changed my
glaucoma
By
eye -drop
Dr. Peter Gott medication
from
latanoprost to travoprost.
I didn't know that some glaucoma eye drops could affect the
heart, but my family physician
should have. Sorne of these medications are beta-blockers. similar
to those used to treat hypertension Tirnolol maleate is one of
thena and the latanoprost, which
caused my irregular heart rate, is
a prostaglandin analog drug These
are quite effective, and many people use them without any heart
problems.
When anyone starts a new
drug, he or she should wnte down
the date as well as any strange
side effects. Rare side effects are
quite Imponant if you arc that
one rare person affected.
DEAR READER: Glaucoma
is often treated with beta-blocker
eye drops beoause thc condition
is essentially hypertension of the
eyeball, It should be treated by
an ophthalmologist and monitored
closely. since it can cause permanent changes to vision or even
blindness.

You say you %ere changed
from latanoprost ta prostaglandin
analog) to trasoprost
synthem
prostaglandin analog). After tho
chanac you indicate your synip
toms disappeared But you then
mention • third medication, tini
olol malefue la nonselective bete
adrenergic receptor bliscluna agent
as causang heart symptoms.
In my expenene,e, if one class
of drugs causes side effects, oth
crs in that class will, too This
is not always the case, hut more
often than not, I have fourid
to hold true for my patients. A
situation 1 believe to be more
likely is that the timolol-causing
side effects ceased when tlw nice,
ication was changed to trasoprost
or latanoprost
Other than this confusion, you
make an excellent point. It is
important to know what medications are being taken, whet the
dosage is. and the date they were
started. Any changes, either in medication or dosage, should also be
noted. along with the date of the
change. If side effects occur, thi)
may rnake it easier to identif)
the culpnt. I say may orily because
tome people will suddenly devel
op adverse reactions to a meal
ication they have been taking Its
many years without previous prof-,
lents.
Because there are so man)
medications, 211t1 frequently, many
disorders have several classes of
drugs with several medicines with,
in each class, it is difficult for a
physician to be !amber with all
the side effects. This is not an
excuse but a reality; it is simply
not possible to know every potential adverse reaction a medication
may cause. This lb why, when
first filling a prescnption, thc
pharmacist includes an inforrnahone! packet identifying what the
medication is used for, how it is
taken. and what the potential side
effects are,

Dr. Gott
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North for the t,,S was I iorothy I lay den, and South was Alan Trusciat.
both well-known international play
C11.

Mrs. Hayden ramp-shifted to
three clubs over one diamond to alert
hcr partner to a potential slam She
next euebid spades and then used
Blackwood to ask for ScCS. Troacint
•11KK6Q2"1"
responded five diamonds to shoa
•5
.10997844
one ace, arid Mrs.'Leyden now Ma&
•10 4 2
the kry bid of foe heart..
SOUTH •9 8
Ordinarily. this bid --- the cheap•7 5
est call possible over an unsatisfacVA011•
tory Blackwood responae
is used
ra •K
airm partner that Rbt) ;wits Art
("Sy'
mtssing and commands partner to
he haldint A4
'
3.4'"ji'4.
hid five nowump. So Truscon bid
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est
North
East
notrump, expecting thc hidratng
I•
I•
3•
Paw
to die there
3•
Pass
3•
Peas
But when Mn. Heyde@ next bid
4•
Pass
4 NoPass
six diamonds, 1 ruseott correctly
5•
Pass
NW%
5V
inferred that his partner was not con 5 NT
NM
6•
Pass
eerned about tu:es, but was instead
7
implementing an unusual application
Opening lead — king of spades.
of thc grand slam force committal.
asking him to hid les en diamond% it
Oae real test of a pannership is tis he had two of the three top trump
ability to reach slam% that should he honors
Tniscon, displaying full
hid. and to avo:d slams that should faith and confidence in his partner,
IICA be bid. There arc many tools
Ind %men diamonds. which proved to
available for slam bidding.. but hit%
he a virtual laydown.
and when to us< them depends
Thls delicsie exchange by the
mostly on thc Anooledgc and good then relatively nca pannership
judgment of the players.
turned out to he so onkinaly UKt'easider this deal played in cessful that Mr% Hayden later that
Bangkok in a match between a Thai year changed her name to Mrs
team and an American team in 1971. lairothy Ileyden Trust:oft'
Tomorrow: Two for the price of one.
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11 Really bad
coffee
19 Has a hot dog
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23 Date regularly
24 Magna —
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25 Road map no.
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ALL 'A' CLASSIC

KHSAA to review Friday fight Tigers fall
ROUNDUP

MCKEEL: No
SUSPENSIONS FILED
AS OF MONDAY
MORNING
MAW OILUIIID
Sports Writer
In the wake of a fight between Fulton County and C7alloway County players that ended Friday night's game in
Hickman in the fourth quarter, Laker
head coach Josh McKee' said Monday
morning he doesn't believe his players were in thc wrong.
He'll find out if the Kcntucky High

School Athletic Association agrees when
he meets with assistant commissioner
Julian Tackett this aftenuxin.
"No punches or kicks were thrown
by any Calloway County player," McKeel said. "We're going to let the KHSAA
decide what they ace If we were in
the wrong, we•Il face the consequences."
The fight began when a Fulton County player ripped the helmet off Calloway senior Hunter Seay.
But the l.akers bore the brunt of
the initial punishment. as both Seay
and Tyrrell Willis were ejected before
the game was stopped with 4:35 remaining.
However, Zb of Monday morning,
referees had not submitted disqualification forms to KHSAA regarding any

No punches or kicks
were thrown by ally
Calloway County stayer. We're
going to lot the KIISAA el•c141.
what they sec It we were ill the
wrong, we'll taco the
consegaencet.

-

Josh WNW
CCM bud condi an Friday
idelit's RAM In Fulton Con*
player
McKee! said he spoke with an official Saturday morning, who told him
they had no plan% to file a report and

that they would yield the decision to
KHSAA based on review of the film.
Any auspended player% would miss
Friday's district opener against Class
4A's second-ranked team, Lone Oak.
"KHSAA rules say disqualification
forms must be filed within 24 hours
following the game," McKeel said.
"None of that has been done, so as
far as we're concerned, no one's been
disqualified from our team."
McKee' said on his "Laker Replay"
television show that only one Calloway
player left the sideline and that he was
proud of' his players for showing
restraint.
The game bb,a b Upheld as a 24-8
Calloway County victory.

minutes
short of
Class A
title
ST. HENRY RALLIES
FR()M TW()-GOAL
I)EFICIT T() TAKE
CHAMPI()NSHIP IN
SII(X)T()LTI

11, TOMMY OILUMID
Sports; WrItor
MUTTily WaX Ufa eight minutes away from a Class A State
Cup championship Sunday
afternoon in Frankfort, but
Erlanger St. Henry*% Chris
Reiser hisdn't yet had his say
Reigers goal at the 8-minute
mark of the iecond half tied
the game at two and the Crusaders won it in a shootout.
thereby wrestling away what
would have been the Mumy
program's first state level championship.
Murray led 2-0 and had held
St. Henry scoreleas up until
the 17-minute mark of the sec•
ond half, when the C'rusaders
scored on a Ry an Anderson got(
"We pretty much controlled
the match until they got that
first goal." Murray coach Jim
Baurer said Monday morning.
"They got that first goal and
it gave them a lot of energy.
really got them fired up.'•
After defeating Danville in
a shootout in the semifinals
earlier in the day. the Tiger%
couldn't make it two tn my..
fading 6-5 in the shuotout and
by a 3-2 final score.
"The guys were disappointed to get that close and not
bring home the championship,"
Baurer said, "I'm aure today.
tut they look back on it, they'll
be really proud of what they.
achieved."
The Tigers did gain al measure of revenge on Danville, a
team that eliminated them frorn
the Claris A Cup last year.
In the semifinal. it was the
Tigers (14-3) wilt, rallied from
a deficit to force a shootout
Danville (12-2-3) held a 3-2 lead
late in the second half before
junior striker Alex Bokeno rescued his team off a Michael
Mangold assist.
Bokeno lined a %hot from
oi•iiL COALE AP
Tennessee wed* receiver Nate Washington. right, makes a fourth quarter catch in front of Jacksonville line- 30 yards out that went into
the upper omit to tie the game
backor Brian Iwuh, left, Sunday in Jacksonville, Fla.
"They gave him an openMike Thomas set up two touch- quarter and /marching tor often - even without atarting a 9-yard TD reception in the ing and he Just made
beaudowns with long returns HI% answers.
taLkles Eugene Monroe fillnesit) accond quarter and 4 I5-yarder tiful shot," Baurer %aid. "He
34-yard punt return set up Mati"Being at a loss for words and Ebel) Britton (knee). Gar- with 27 seconds remaining in bits that capability and he does
nee Jones-Drew's 9-yard TD run lb a good way to put it," line- rard dropped back to pass 27 the half that made it 27-3.
it in practice quite often."
in the first quarter, and his 42- backer Keith Bulluck said. time% in the first half, and the
Murray won the shootout 4It could have been worse
yard kickoff' return set up Gar- "We're obviously not playing Jag% Lalled *even running plays for Tennettice. too
1 as goalkeeper Will Hudson
rard's first TD pass to Mike good football. 'this Lhe fourth
"We knew they were going
Collins threw an intercep- Carrie up with two saves to
Sims-Walker in the second.
week. and the last three I used to %tack the Nix and try to tion on the enguing possession, add to the five IlaVefi he accuJacksonville's defense caused up my VICUPIC% for what't going stop Maurice.** Sims-Walker and Gerald Alexander returned mulated dunng regulation.
problems, coo.
on.••
said. "We psi took advantage it to the 26-yard line -- well
The Tigers got on the board
The unit held Chns JohnThe Titans could have had of that. It'il about time. Wc inside kicker Joah Scobee's first against Danville when Jorson to 83 yards rushing. kept
excuae in thia one: They knew we were capable of doing range But Ciarrard was wicked dan Benton acared on if penglsteady pressure on Collina and played without cornerback Cort- it. It's pat time we did it."
for an I I -yard low and Scobee ty kick at the 29-minute mark
forLed three turnovers. Ten. land Finnegan (hamstring) and
Garrard completed 27 of 17 miaaed
55-yarder as time of the firat half. The Admirals
nesaee's first eight possessions nickel back Vincent Fuller (fore- painseti, the latest quarterback expired.
answered at the 18-minute mark
included four punts, two inter- arm). Clearly, the Jaguar% took to burn the NFL.% 29th-ranked
Collins threw a touchdown then uxik the lead in the final
ceptions and a fumble.
nonce.
pass defenae
Sims-Walker pass and ran for a %core in the minute of the first half.
All those gaffes had the
Murray got 1/1 equaliter at
A team built to run the hall. caught %even paaaes for 91 itecond half. hut it was too litTiums trailing 30-3 in the third Jacksonville threw early and yards and two acmes. He had tle. too late.
944, SOCCILK, 10

NFL ROUNDUP: JAGUARS 37, TITANS 17

Titans efforts 0-for-not
TENNESSEE
REMAINS WINLESS
AFTER LOSS TO
JAGUARS
ey MANN LONG
AP Sports Wnter
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)
— With slow. starts. turnovers,
special teams errors and defensive lapses. Tennessee's problems are evident.
The nolutions arc much less
clear.
The same issues that plagued
the Tmins in their first three
games hampere,; them again
Sunday during a 37-17 loss at
Jacksonville. Now, the fran•
chise that started 10-0 in 2(X)ri
and earned the No. 1 seed in
the AFC playoffa has more
losses than it did all of last
aeason.
And it's not going to get
any easier for Tennessee (0-41.
with games against Indianapolis (4-0) and New England (3I ) up next.
"When you're in a situation
like this, evety man has to take
it upon himself to figure out
what he needs to do," quarterback Kerry Collins said. "As
a team. collectively, we need
to come together and not listen to the criticiam from the
outside arid keep believing in
what we're doing."
Easier said than done, especially since the Titans have
shown a penchant for repeating their mistakes this seistion.
They had two missed field
goal attempts and two turnovers
in the opener against Pittaburgh.
They had countless blown cov•
erages and two turnover% against
Houston the following week.
They had more apecial teams
woen and four turnovers last
week against the New York
Jets.
Tennessee alio trailed in the
first half of all three games.
It was an all-too-familiar feeling against the Jaguars (2-21.
David Garrard threw for 323
yards and three touchdowns,
shredding Tennessee's injurydepleted liccondary. Rookie
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oPTIMISTIC AFTER
`BAMA LOSS
LE.XINGTON. Ky. IAP)
Rich
Brooks null ready to panic.
Sure, the Kentucky coach know% his
team could have played better in consecutive losse% to No. I Florida and
No. 3 Alabama. Then again, he know%
there won•I he many teams this year
to challenge the Gator% and Crimson
Tide
So rather than lick his wound',
Brooka is anxious for the Wildcats (22. 0-2 Southeamtern Conference/ to

move fonvard. He found pomtives in
Saturday't 38-20 loss to the Crimaon
Tide, despite four turnover% and a slew
of major penalties,
"If you take away the lour turnover%
we lutve a chance, a chance to win
the game." Brooks said. "It %how% what
we're capable of and show% that wc•re
on the right track."
Finding lesaons from thc previous two
gamete spinet the Crinoion Tide and
Florida — the two highest ranked teams
the Wildcata have played hadt
back
in school hilitory - limas said he
has %een progreits made on all level%
in hit team
Brooks gave prinae to his defenaive
line, which he said atymied Alabama.%
•See UK, 10
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GAMECOCKS
COLONELS RACK UP
PLAYER OF WEEK
HONORS

•
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Sunday's Games
Chicago 48. Detroit 24
Houston 29 Oakland 6
Wastangton 16 Tampa Bay 13
Indianapoas 34. Seattte 17
N Y Giants 27, Kansas City 16
New Ergiand 27, Baltimore 21
Cinannab 23, Cleveland 20, OT
Jacksonville 37, Tennessee 17
Miami 38 Buffalo 10
New Orleans 24. N Y jets 10
\ Denver r7 Dallas 1 0
San Francisco 35 St Louis 0
Prtisburge 38 San Diego 28
Open Arizona Philadelphia Atlanta
Carolina
Monday's Came
Green Bay at Morinesota, 7 30 p.m
Sundae Oct. 11
Pittsburgh at Detroit Noon
°McLeod at N Y Giants. Neon
Cleveland at Buffalo, Noon
Datles at Kansas City, Noon
Minnesota at St Louis Noon
Cincinnati at Battimore. Noon
Washington al Carolina, Noon
Tampa Bay at Pbeadelphia. Noon
Atlanta al San Franceob, 3:05 p,m
Jacksonville a! Seattfe. 3:15 p.m.
Houston at Anzona, 3 15 p.m.
New England at Denver, 3 15 p.m
indianapoks at Tennese.ee, 7:20 p.m.
Open San Diego, Chicago. Green E3ay
New Orleans

TV SportsWatch
Monday
AUTO RACING
6 p.m.
ESPN2
NHRA Mid-South Nationals
final elimieations at Memphis, Tenn
sarne-day tape
NFL FOOTBALL
7:30 p.m.
ESPN — Green Bay at Minnesota
.&IL HOCKEY
6 p.m
VERSUS — N Y Rangers at New
Jersey
SOCCER
1:55 p.m
ESPN2
Premier League Aston Villa
vs Manchester City at Birinngham,
England

11400041y, Oct. 12
Jetb at Miami 7 30pm
Kentucky How They Fated
Sy rite auttearted Press
Class SA
1 Lou St Xavier (5-1) beat LAU
Trinity 32-7
2 Lou Trinity 12-4) net to Lai St.
XtIVWN 32-7
3 Lex Bryan Station (5-11 lost lo Lex.
Henry Clay 27-6
4 Simon Kenton 15-1) beat Gower 62.
0
5 Central Hartlin (6-0) twat LaRue Co
51-41
6 Lou Fem Cnsek (5-1) beat Lou
DeSales 26-0
7 Lex Henry Clay (5-1) beat Lex
Bryan Station 27-6.
8 Scott Co (5-1) beat Lex Tates
CIRRI* 32-14
9. Lou Flutter (6-0) beat LOU Seneca
16-10 UT
10. Lou Batten!(4-2) idle
Close SA
1 Highlands (7-0) beet Does Heights
52-9
2 Bowling Green (6-1) beet Grayson
Co. 42-14.
3. John Harden (6-0) beat Lex Paul
Dunbar 47-20
4 Owensboro (4-2) lost to Christen
Co 13-10
5 Ashland Blazer (6-01 cite
6 Ahderson Co. (6-0) idle
7 Grayson Co.(6-11 lost to Bowbng
Green 42•14.
8 Christian Co.(5-2) beet Owensboro
13-10.
9. Latter County Central (4-2) lost to
Harlan Co 12-7
10 Buelt Central (6-0) boat Lou CI
,
AS
41-24
Clete 4A
1 Boyle Co 16-0) beat Lex Lafayette
46-6
2. ENS Co (5-1) beat Kriox Ceneal 34e
(be) Lone Oak (7-0) beet Green Co 5220
4 Aeon Co.-Soottsvilki (6-01 beat
Warren East 42-6.
5. Lex. Catholic.(4-2) idle
& Lavirenaa Co.(8-01 beat arritsem,
W.Va., 48-0
7. West Jessamne (6-01 beat Western
Hies 35-0
8_ Holmes (6-0) beat Franklin Co 2812
9 Marion Cc 14-2) beet Mercer Co
35-15
10 Lou Fairdale 14-2) lost to Lou
Western 48-28
Class 3A
1 Meson Co (6-0) beat Lewis Co. 42.
14
2 Somerset (7-0) beat Ta.yto Co. 6215.
3 Beery (4-2) beat Pikeville 54-20.
4 Russel (5-2) beat Fleming Co 4525
5 Vvestern Hies (4-2) lose to West
Jessamine 36-0.
6 Lou Central (1-5) idle
7 Sheldon Clerk 144) beat Tug Valley,
W Va 52-15
8 Magothn Co. (5-1) beat Jenkins 61,8
9 North Oklnam (4-2) idle
10 West Carter (4-2) beet Morgan Co.
42-20
(be) Edmonson Cc (4-31 inel 10
Russellville 18-14
Claes 2A
1 Fort Campbell (8-0) lel*
2. Corbin (5 1) I06t to George Rogers
Clark 35-33
• Prestonsbung(7-0) beat Matewan.
W Va.. 54-14
4 Murray (7-0) beat Roe:nand 49-0
5 Monroe Co (6-1; lost to Franklin Simpson 35-28.
6 Green Co (5-2) lost to Lone Oak
52-20
7 Carroll a) (5-1 ) IOW to Trimble Co.
31-19.
8. Lou DeSaies (3-3) iost to Lou Fem.
Creek 26-0
9 Shelby Valfey (5-1) beat Leslie Co
49-14
10 LAU. Dirinian Academy (5-1) beat
North Bullet 31121
Ctass lA
1 Mayfieid 17-0) beat Fulton City 49-0
2. Lex Chnsban (5-1) beat Nicholas
Co 62-0
3 Crrttenden Co. (6-0) beat F3alard
Memorial 27-6
4. Beechwood (3-31 beat WattonVerona 55-0
5. Fairview (5-1) klItI
6. Hazard (3-3) lost to Breathitt Co 73.
7 Franidert (4-2) beat Brackee Co 680
8 Aeon Central (5-1) beat East Ridge
58-30
9 Lou Holy Cross (3-41 lost to Cov
Holy C rose 25- 10
10 Bishop Brossad (3-31 lost to Ludlow
35-1 4 lost to Believue 45-7

N INC Seeds wlenmilles
BRENTWLJLE Tenn — Jacksonville
Stale's Ryan Pemeoux,T J Heath and
Patrick Tatum pined Eastern Kentucky s
Jeremy Caldwell and TJ Pryor were all
awarded Player ot the Week honors n
thee respective poutons Jeclutonvele
State beat UT Mann over the weekend
while Eastern Kentucky topped Eastem
Illinois Jacksonville State
yea
Murray State this weekend for
terneconvoy

•

Rpm Pwellers, all • Ss, S-3, 223•
Wises Ls •llastmealls Stub
pcsted a sclxica record 277 62
pasurg efficiency (fourth best n FCS
tootball this season) as the 20et rankee
Gamecocks topped UT Martin S2-7 es
eorne and Conierence opener Perrier...an
completed 14-ol- 16 passes for 205 yards
ana four touchdowns while not terowing
an interception or being sacked He also
neshed tor 17 yards Perilous had
touchdown tosses of 51, 16. 0 and 51
yards and did not play much of the tourte
quarter Over the last three weeks he
has acoounted tor 14 total touchdowns

commiimis
u

IN • la, SI. 1711 • Alsameds
II& • kidommtle INS

Heath hed three 11110IC0010,15 tNWO of
which he nolumed Ica touchdowns, m
Jacksonville State s 52-7 victory over UT
Marin Heath set the tons many as he
picked MI UTIA quarterback Cade
Thompeon on Vie fourth play from scrimmetro in the game and returned 4 26
yards lor a touchdown Eight plays tater
Heath picked off another pass end
natunied it 55 yanis tor louchdovon
putting Jax Stele up 14-0 without es
oriense even running a play His third
pick ot the game came early in the fourth
quarter Neale aeKled twee tackles &NI a
pass break-up Kesel is the first OVC
pia yet with thme interceptions m game
ens season and his ?iv° returned for
touchdowns set a Jacksonville State
Diveron record
Others Nominatecl Detrick Miley,
Tennessee Teich

dal}Cobb."Every body has
to realize that. When play-

led to a number of major

ing quarterback

yardage

all the glory

receiving

gains

by

Ken-

you

win

tucky running backs Der-

and if you lose all the
bad stuff comes with it."

Manny

2009 Poetesses.
liesball At A Glens

Minnesota

another one-game tiebreaker, winning
Sunday on the final day of the regular season.
They'll meet Tuesday at 4 p.m., at
the Metrodorne in what could be the
last baseball garrre at the Homer Hankie haven. The 20-year-old Porcello
Tigers

against

Locke and Alfonso

Most importantly, Ken-

Smith.
cited

tucky never allowed itself

improvement in quarter-

to give up, Brooks said,

Brooks

AN These CDT
DIVISION SERIES
Loa Angeles vs SL Louis
Wednesday, Oct. 7
St Louis (Carpenter 17-4) at LOS ameba,
-7), 8 37 p m
'Thursday, Oct.
St Louts (Warwright 19-8) at Les Angeles
(Kershaw 8-8) 5 07 p m or 837 p.m.
Seturday, Oct. 10
Los Angeles at St Louis (Priem) 15-12),
507 p rr
Sunday, OcL 11
Los Amities at St Louis if necessary
Tuesday, Oct. 13
SI Louts at Los Angeles. d necessary

Twins sent the AL Central race to yet

also

back Mike Hartline, who

a message echoed by Hart-

threw

line.

three interceptions

"I'm

early as the Crimson 'fide

reason I'm not very down

"I thought he overcame
that and made some very

is that we responded and

good throws later in the

kept

fourth

think we were out of it.

quarter,"

and

didn't

We tried to play hard. We
knew

play as

well as I'd

he's our

we

had

to

keep

best

going and there was no

option and we'll go for-

giving up in this game."

but
with

that. ...

need to help him

more

As Kentucky

We

prepares

with

to face No. 25 South Car-

protection and we need to
do a better job."
The
offensive
line
showed spunk against the

olina (4-1, I-1) on Saturday, &cooks said playing
smarter while maintaining
the high level of intensi-

Crimson Tide, Brooks said,

ty shown through their first

despite allowing Hartlinc

four games will be the win-

to repeatedly be hurried,

ning formula.
"We've made progress

which forced some of his

from garnes three and four,

interceptions.

The teams get an extra day off — not for travel, but because Brett
Favre and the Minnesota Vikings host Green Bay on Monday night.

playing

n't

ward

"Everybody's written us off and rightfully so," Twins manager Ron
Gardenhire said. "We looked pretty ugly. But we didn't svrite ourselves
off and that's all that maners."

Brooks

said. "Mike }Jardine didlike,

After Detroit beat Chicago 5-3, Minnesota downed Kansas City 134 to create the tiebreaker. The Twins won 16 of their last 20, and
overcame a three-game deficit by winning their last four.

not very down,"

Hartline said. "The only

leapt to a 31-6 lead.

Baker (15-91.
"He's been youag all year and he pitched awful good against Minnesota the other day," Detroit manager Jim Leyland said. "I know one
thing for a tact — he will not be scared. He'll be excited."
This marks the second straight year a one-game playoff will decide
the division. Last season, the Twins lost 1-0 at Chicago.

but theres still

"Everything that hap-

more to

do," Brooks said.

Now is the time to buy...
From Page 9

other semifinal.

the 23-minute mark of the sec-

Murray controlled Lhe match

ond half when Darius Nabavi

from

the

scored off a Matt Hines assist.

early

goal

But Danville pulled ahead once

mark of the first half from Hines

again four minutes later.

on a Benton assist.

"We weren't as sharp against
Danville as we

were

against

outset, getting
at the

an

33-minute

The 1-0 score held until the
39-minute mark of the second

St. Henry," Baurer said. "They

half when Benton scored unas-

played really high pressure and

sisted to give Murray a 2-0 lead.

made

it

difficult

for

us

to

string passes together and possess the

ball for any length

Bokeno's goal came
six

minutes

with

remaining,

forcing the shootout.
Danville outshot Murray 136 for the garrie.
After a two-hour break, the
Tigers took the field for the
championship against St. Henry

ZERO DOWN PROGRAM,
ZERO OUT OF POCKET!
• 100% Home Purchases
• Rates Still Low!• Competitive Rates
• Not So Perfect Credit

• Certain Restrictions Apply

Anderson turned the tide at
the 17-minute mark.
Murray and St. Henry each
put four shots on goal during

of time."
just

Pm.

get

for a

nck

The Detroit Tigers and

the

core,

which provided blocks that

and

cello and Scott Baker will make their
pitches for the playoffs.

for

pened wasn't (Hartline's)
fault," said receiver Ran-

AP Baseball Writer
Pujois

Ramirez start their postseason round
of home run derby. rookie Rick Por-

(14-9) starts

From Page 9
running game, and to the
young

By 10.74 WALICER
Albert

MODS=
T.J. Pres NI• 11-6s, 6-2, LSI • Latirellis
lb.• Win Ileeembr
In his first career sten Pryor socaunled
tor three soorea to help No 18 Eastern
Kentucky to a 36-31 road victory Mier
No 23 Eastern Minos Pryor computed
19-4-30 passes tor M yarns and hvo
touchdowns and Woo dd 4 wth his MN
rushing 16 times tor 45 yer and another score He helped the Colonels convert
10-01-16 (62 5%)third dorm opportuntbes as the teem took over first piece in
tee OVC standings Pryor now ranks
14th nationally in passing efficiency
1,155 49) and 3601 nabonally in total
oftense (218 75 yards/game)
Others Nominated Jeremy Ross, Austr
Peay, Kenny Whittaker Eastern 'Ono's
Patrick Tatum, JaciLsonnee State, Jestin
Vvoodliel. Sculbeast Missouri

•

INESIALIST
?abet letwi, Mt•Se,
NIS•
hvhseis Ala. • twease•411•1111Ne

Twins, Tigers set for 1game playoff in AL Central
Before

Tatum scored 10 penis lor Jecksonwile
State as the nationally-ranked
Gamecocks awed UT Martin 52•7 n Ns
hone and Coreerence opener on
Saturday He was•petted 7.067 on
pant alter attempts ard also kicked a
27-yaid
gale Tatum averaged 56.7
yards on nine INN Samna and on palm autos averaged 41 7 vaida on three
punts. nctuding a lorg of 43 yards and
one downed made Me 20-vard lune The
tender horn Auburn won
Willeld tor
the second week in a row
Others Norrunatect none

•UK

regulation. Tiger keeper Will
Hudson

finished

with

two

the

road

saves.
Murray
again
from

will

hit

BEAT the deadlineUp Ii) $8,000 Government Tux Creditfor
Ist Time Homebuyers!
Call Richard Reed fth free pre-approval!

tonight after returning
Frankfort around

12:30

a.m. this morning.
The

Tigers

battle

Acceptance c4pitai

Madis-

(10-4-1), which defeated Lex-

onville with game time sched-

ington Sayre 3-2 in Sunday's

uled for 7:30 p.m.

Watt Any $25 Purchase

Get-E
Good
Stuff

OISSERSISSI
Nam Salim& OS • Se, 5•16, 172•
Nallimaga, Ask • testera Itaarsekv
Caldwell miercepteo two pasaes including retuning one tor whit proved to be
the game-winning score, and forced a
fumble to end the game as No 18
Eastern Kentucky went or: the fowl and
topped No 2'3 Eastern Illinois to remain
pedant in the OVC (3-01 Caidsvoll picked
oft a Jake Chnetensen pass in the third
quarter which hattee a Panther Owe and
led to a Colonel score as EKU pulled et
within 24-23 wee 5 20 to play in the
quarter His most important interception
ol the day came with 11 minutes to play
when he returned the pick 10 yards tor a
touchdown to notce the garrie-vernng
score Win 12 seconds lett to go in the

gems and Eastern anon driving tor a
portrait gerne-winning score Caldwell
lowed Christensen to tumble EKU
recovered and took a knee to end the
game He also added seven taddes a
peas biesk-up and 76 Wine velum
yenta Ceklwell ranks test nelionelly
neerceptions 11 000gerne) and second
resorts* WI pewee detended
12 OCksternei

MLB ROUNDUP

\liout=
Cure
12.%
1
( I 1 LI

without dewing sigohcant minutes n tee
loath guano( or orty gime He leads
Division 1 (FBS and FCS) n passing eelCaney (199 22) a seaxnd m points
n total
response,* tor in saame
*woe 1271 5 yardiegamei and 1 eth
wane yards (240.25/gime) He ries
now how 107 passes without an interGipson tiering beck lo last yeer) and
ries swinige.:1 36 63 yards per touchdove: pass Mrs season (.11 total touchdown passes) He NUS been nwned OVC
Plane ot the Weer. tour straight weeks
becoming me hst player OVC netory
to accomplish that teat
Others Nominated TJ Pryor. Eastern
Kentucky. Calvin Wheel. Tennessee
Siete, Antonio Robinson, Tennessee
Tech

Monday, October 5. 2009

PfiAlr(1 s'1 • 111,flif • I al•lb filth 6.1 (.?(

Neacittei tuestees League Standings
Al Times CDT
ANENCAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T PM
N Y Jets
3 1 0 750
New England
3 1 0 750
Mierni
1
3 0 250
Buffalo
1
3 0 250
Soule
W L T Pei
indianapoks
4 0 0 1 000
Jacksonville
2 2 0 500
Houston
2 2 0 500
Tennessee
0 4 0 000
North
W
L
PO
Baltimore
3 1 0 750
C nannati
3
1 0 750
Pittsburgh
2 2 0 SOO
Cieve4an0
0 4 0 000
West
W
L T Pet
DIKIVef
4 0 0 1 000
San Diego
2 2 0 500
Oakland
1
3 0 250
Kansas Crty
0 4 0 000
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
N Giants
4 0 0 1.000
Pheadelpha
2
1 0 .067
Dallas
2 2 0 .500
Washington
2 2 0 .500
South
W
L T Pet
New Orteans
4 0 0 1 OM
Atlanta
2
1 0 667
Carolina
0 3 0 000
Tampa Bay
0 4 0 000
North
W
L T Pct
Minnesota
3 0 0 1.000
Chicago
3
1 0 750
2
Green Bay
1 0 667
Detroit
1
3 0
reD
Weal
W
L T PCS
San Francisco
3 1 0 750
Anzona
1
2 0 333
Seattle
1
3 0 _250
St Loos
0 4 0 000

iSU, EKU share MC spotlight
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Get a great set of tires and
$70
* site,
nua

MSU HOMECOMING

la1 the Insurance Center 1)1' Murrar .
/ ;an /ahrroon /Slid •

& Times

OVC FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

.S"IC CIP NEE EtCP AlEI AKE CP

'
$

Murray Ledger
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NAPA 'All Out for,the Cure" Mug

'reel

zel

meie
to.eletee telii;ce
Kceer.ln'
,
1 APA tWillgt
r'W C.fe'S31,
3T.,n,
renre tekellat,, atee' teaasI neatt,
aCatiatENaa
Wont aiarer tag

I.Jel $70' after rnadin rebate when tou
purchase ani set of four new MICHELIN'
brand rammer or ight truck we rieoseen
October 1 and Noiember 15, 2009, and
submit exit redemption Mtn Erste the
quite comfortable nde yOU meet hom
Michelin - along
$70.fot your
travels This offer IS only available trmi xotir
barb:pang Michele dealer dunng
Mochefar Fbde of Your Lie - tibere e really
bays to pick great set of bres

2

Murray Auto Parts
MarkPm as wen** born
4d,

1300 North 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

270-753-4424
1 -800-821-3367

col*.

.34e,111.4. 0611rdpes II IVA Vrld oh,proloblwl
' cW,41,1C
Alwlein So* Ilin.nra Irk 4*Of
Nner.ed The Metre
fs reviwnw vark,art lose,
/4.-11(4n Nei* AIRKS.

Carroll Tire
N Ink St(2701 753 WO

Family owned and operated
Free rotation for the Irte ot the bre
fidognment
Clean; comfortable location

re
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Monday, October 5, 2009

at 809-6791

For information, call the Student Government Association at 809-

Begins downtown and ends at 15th and Main Streets on campus

Morrow at 809-3746 or crystal morrowOmurraystate edu
9:30 a.m.: Homecoming Parade featuring Bill '50 and Irene

2009 Murray State University Homecoming Calendar of Events & Activities
5:30 p.m.: "Come Back to the Farm* Homecoming Cookout "
Fellowship, fun and food for AASU School of Agriculture alumni

809-3940

'61
Deadline

Murray Room at the

Call 800-758-8510 or 270-809-

as Grand Marshals. and the Racer Band

Festival, Roy Stewart Stadium
letics, Murray Training School alumni Bookstore, Alumni Associa-

contact Sabrina

Mathis at 809-3279 or sabrina mathisOmurraystate.edu

north or south end zone gates For information

tion. Residential Colleges, Greek Row and more Variety of food
available Free admission, open to the public Enter through the

5600 for reservations
6 p.m.: Murray State News Staff Reunion (1964-1971) Join felcontact Martin Kady at wval9450yahoo corn or Patti Jones
Jacksonville State, Roy Stewart Stadium

2:30 p.m.: Homecoming Pre-game feStlyitieS, ROy Stewart StaIncludes crowning of the Homecoming King and Queen

3 p.m.: MSU vs

dium
Tickets are $10 for adult reserved bleacher seats ($6 for children
3-18), $7 for general admission ($4 for children 3-18) Reserved
chair seats are $12 and must be purchased in advance For tick-

Curris Center

Gallery 1st floor For more information. contact Becky Atkinson at
becky atkinsonOmurraystate edu
ets, call the MSU Ticket Office at 809-3000 For more information, contact Susan Darnell at 809-4895 Tickets also available at

7:30 p.m.: "The Three Sisters," by Anton Chekhov at the
Johnson Theatre on MSUs campus Presented by the
MSU Theatre Department A poignant stc>ry ot three provincial sis-

ters who long to go to Moscow Tickets are $8-10 and reservations are recommended by caiiing the MSU Theatre Department
at 809-4421
VAwd

ticketmaster com
7:30 p.m.: "Tne Three Sisters." by Anton Chekhov. at the

Robert E

6 p.m.: Alumni Art Show opening reception

at pan, tones0murraystate edu

tion

low staffers tor dinner at the Big Apple Cafe For more informa-

October 2 Cost $18 a person

2:30 p.m.: 20th Annivesary Tent City Homecoming
Tents for academic colleges, Ath•

Morgan of Benton, Ky

October 5 For reservations or information. contact Crystal

and their families Children s and family activities begin at 5 30,
6951 or call 809-6987
11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.: Sid Easley Alumni Center will be open
Visit the center. pick up an alumni decal and vie,w your brick in

at

iine

Thursday. October 9
9:30 a.m to 12:30 p.m. Organizational Communication Day
Wilson Hai, third floor Theme 'Organizational Communication 0

including a tom rnaze. pony ndeS. pettilg zoo duck races corn.
hole nay loft slide climbing wall swings petal tractors and inflatDinner and program begins at 6 30 p m Reserva-

Pnzes will be awarded to 1st place finishers in each age
group male and female For :nformation, call Campus Recreation

Work Aiumn, wiii discuss their careers now they have applied
the Organizationat Communication degree and advice they have
tor students Admission is free For more information contact Dr

able horses

ter

Steve Cox at 809-4463 or steve coxemurraystate edu
7:30 p.rn.: 'The Three Sisters " by Anton Chekhov at the
Robert E Jonnson Theatre on MSU s campus Presentect by the

Radke

the patio area
ti a.m. to

Biology recrpient Dr Tom Logan. M D

Paul

tions are required by calling Stephanie Peck at 809-3936
6 p.m.: Biology Alumni Dinner honoring 2009 Distinguished

MSU Theatre Departrnent A poignant story of three provincial sisters who long to go to Moscow Tickets are 58-10 and reserve
tions are recommended by calling the MSU Theatre Department

at

For more

Regiona Special Events Center Reservations required
Atkinson

1st floor

at 809-4.121
Alumni Art Show Curns Center Gallery
information
contact
Becky
becky athinsonemurraystate edu
Friday, Oct. 9
2 p.nw.: Murray State News Statt Reunion 11964-1971) Join fellow staffers for a campus tour to see how things have changed
For reunion infc

Buses depart from Me Easley Alumni Center
809-3437 or 18001 758-8510

contact

3:10 p.m.: Friends of the Pullen Arboretum Kick-oft Celebration Pullen Farm Pavilion The School of Agriculture invites alumni and friends to showcase Me ongoing deveioprnent of the arboretum gardens and facilities The event is tree For more inforrna.
or
at
tion

paul radkeimurraystate edu
4 p.m. Murray State News Staff Reunion 11964-19711 Join felow staffers for registration and a reception in the Journalism
Wiison Hall For more information contact Martin
Kaay at wval9450yahoo corn or Patti Jones at pan, konesOmur-

Department

Saturday, Oct. 10

Robert E Johnson Theatre on MSU's carnpus Presented by the
MSU Theatre Department A poignant story of three provincial sisters who long to go to Moscow Tickets are 58-10 and reservations are recommended by calting the MSU Theatre Department
at 809-4421

S2 50 tor children
Atkinson

at

For more

to 9:30 a.m.: 24th Annual College of Education Homecoming Breakfast Murray Middle School Cafeteria Cos! S5 for adults.
and ieservations are required Contact Kellie

raystate eau

Becky

Curris Center Gallery. 1st floor

becky atkinson0murraystate edu

contact

Alumni Art Show
information,

Reservation dead-

Harlan at 809-3817 or kettle harlanOcoe murrayState edu
11 a.m.: "M" Club Breakfast Curtis Center large ballroom Sponsored by MSU Athletics Cost $15 a person
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5 p.m.. 28th Annuai 5K Run through MSUs campus Entry
tee $15 $20 day of race Pre-registrants receive t-shirts on race
day Check in 4 p m at Student Recreation and Wellness Cen-

WELCOME HOME ALUMNI
and

ZACER FANS!

www.parkerford.com

701 Main St. • Murray. •(270) 753-5273

Parker Ford=
Lincoln-Mercury

Proud Supporters
Of
Murray State Athletics
For More Than 80 Years.
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MSU HOMECOMING

Ten students face off for the title of
Homecoming King and Queen for the
2(109 Murray State University Homecoming. The king and queen will be announced
during pre-game festivities on Saturday.
Oct. 10.
This year the court includes Kirby
O'Donoghue. Joanna Smith. Linda Dinh,
Sheila Wilson. Kelly Dick. Jonathan Jones.
Tyler Brockman. Cameron Gish. Alex
Kursave and Trav is Taylor.
O'Donoghue. the daughter of Joe and
Larraine 0•Donoghue of West View. Ky..
is a senior agricultural education major.
She is sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi.
A Dean's List student and Presidential
Scholar. O'Donoghue is active in Alpha
Omicron Pi. the Future Farmers of America at the national. regional and local
levels. is a member of the Student Government Association and has studied abroad
in Hungary and Puerto Rico.
Smith. the daughter ot Darrel and
Carol Smith of Hazel Green. Ala.. is a
senior organizational communication's
major. She is sponsored by Alpha Gamma
Delta. Smith is on the Dean's List and
iS a cheerleader at Murray State_ Her
activities include membership in Alpha
Gamma Delta and the Student Government Association. broadcast writing and
reporting for MSU TV-II, and a feature
writing for the Murray-Calloway Coun-

01 aged

Page 1

Please See Next Page

ty Humane Society.
Dinh. the daughter of 1 uan Dinh
Kum Dinh of Murray. is a ..CE !biology /pre-medicine major. She is sr _
sored by Sigma Phi Epsilon. Dinh ' •
been on the Dean's List and was no
inated tor the Greek ‘Voman of the N.
Campus activ ities include Alpha Oc cron Pi. All-Campus Sing. Student G ernment Association. the Alpha Phi All- a
Step Show and the Pre-Professional HeaA
C
imolruuv;ibpe,
ilson. the daughter of Cumie
I Wilson of Glencoe. Ky., is a junre-veterinary medicine major. She
is sponsored by. the Agriculture Ambassadors. A Presidential Scholar and Deall.s
List student. Wilson is active in a number of organizations including the B10,..k
and Bridle Club. the Sigma Alpha professional agriculture sorority. Alpha Zeta
and Hester Residential College.
Dick. the daughter of Rimdy and Debra
Dick of Murray. is a senior exercise science major She is sponsored by the
Order of Omega. A member of the National Scholars Honor Society. Dick senes
in the Student Government Association.
is active on the Panhellenic Council.
holds memberships in Sigma Sigma Sigma.
the Pre-Physical Therapy/Occupational

Homecoming Queen and King Court crowning on Saturday

Photo provided

Pictured from left to nght. front row, are Kirby O'Donoghue. Joanna Smith. Linda
Dinh, Sheila Wilson and Kelly Dick. In the back row are Jonathan Jones, Tyler
Brockman, Cameron Gish, Alex Kursave and Travis Taylor.
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Cail 753-6656•804 Chestnut Street

BUFFET IS NOW OPEN ALL
DAY EVERYDAY!!
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Small & Big Business Solutions
One Source Supplier
Office Products • Computer Accessories
Breakroom Supplies • Furniture & More
• Free Delivery •

Office Technology Specialists
Contact Your Local Calloway County Representative
Jeremy C Bell
Shop online www hdhappy com

800-858-0492• 270-247-5912

Every year at Homecoming, Murray State fraternities host alumni reunions and
gatherings. This year is a special year for many of the Greek organizations as they
are having important anniversaries. The fraternities always look forward to their
homecoming activities as they are able to catch up with alumni from all over the
nation. Many alumni continue to come back every year to meet the new classes
and catch up with brothers from their own year.
The Sigma Phi Epsilon. Fraternity (SigEp) will be celebrating its 40th Anniversary this year. Aaron Dail, a SigEp alum, reports that it is going to be a huge
year for the fratemity. Dr. Steve Shanklin, SigEp Grand Chapter President and
founding fattier of the chapter. will be in attendance at Homecoming 2009. Dail
explains, "Since 1969, SigEp brothers have been striving to be the best student
organization on campus. As alumni, family. friends, and current undergraduates
return this fall, we honor and mark another point in the history of SigEp on campus." Dail also recognizes that the 2009 theme of Homecoming fits in nicely with
the fraternity's reunion. "As we continue to grow with MSU, this year's 40th
anniversary homecoming will highlight SigEp's past, present and future, he said."
More infortnation on the 40th Anniversary can be found on the SigEp alumni website www.kyepsilonalumni.org.
For information on other fraternity anniversaries this year, see the contacts below:
Alpha Sigma Phi 15th Anniversary
For information Contact
Patrick Hinton
Patrick.hinton23@gmaitcom

AFL

Stock up now
on your
Homecoming
Party Supplies!

MIIINIEStAt INIEKS
STORE

Tau Kappa Epsilon 50th Anniversary
Website www murraystate.eduhalu/hornecoming.htm
For information contact:
Mitch Brown-President 270-705-7458
John Monarity-Vice President 502-724-1006

nski

Photo provided
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Terry & Karen Isaacs — Owners

Pictured here are a group of organizations with their booths set up at last year's
Tent City.

MSU HOMECOMING
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Fraternities celebrate anniversaries
throughout homecoming weekend
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How Banking Should Be

mirlir,eray Bank

returning home, revisiting friends, going back to a
place where you're comfortable...all pleasant
experiences. At The Murray Bank, our customers
feel this way each time they visit us. We know
them by name and they feel right at home. Whether
you're young, like the Murray State students we
employ, or simply young at heart, we know you'll
enjoy being part of The Murray Bank
family. Welcome home...to The Murray Bank.

Homecoming ...

Pictured, starting at top right, counter-clockwise, are.
Alan, Dons and Lcxgan Stout, Kathenne, Cnder and
Kory Cunningham

Stoutrs family continues his legacy through his two
daughters Erica Guess (not pictured) and Kathenne
Cunningham (bottom middle) and his son Logan ;bottom left). Erica, a 2003 sociology graduate and member of Alpha Onucron
(AOPI) works in San Francisco. Kane. a 2007 graduate in Spanish. married 2007
Racer Alum Kory Cunningham (bottom nght) in 2005
They live in Murray with their son Crider. While on
campus. Katie was a member of (A0Pi) and also
studied abroad in Spain as a student. She and Kory
were also involved in Campus Outreach.
Logan. the youngest of the family, started at MSU
in 2007 and is majoring in Organizational C'ommunications with a minor in Electronic Media. He was
recently itxlucted into the Lambda Chi Alpha hater
ntty, and is involved with his residential college, Hart
College.
Stout arid his family are a long line of MSll grads
Alaun states, "It is obvious that Murray State runs deep
in the mots of our family.- Stout's brother. Keith
"Rat" Stout, is also an MSU grad and the first generation of college graduates on their side of the farn
ily. His brother-in-law and sister-in-law, Steve arid
Debbie ender. are also MSU gratis and numerous
nephews and one niece all continue to spread the
Racer spint through the family line. The most well
known, Corey Cndet. is part of the Lyric Opera in
Chicago.
-There are many ties to MSU with tioth our extended and immediate family.- Stout said. "and we are
proud to s.ay our family has grown with MSI'"

405 South 12th Street & '00 North 12th Street
270-'53 562,6
www.thetnurraybantcom
Member FDIC

The Murray Bank is proud to employ Murray State University student..
from left: Courtney Erwin, Jennifer Barrett & Katie Bogard.

Homecoming is always a time for families to visit
or travel back to MSU. This year, the theme of Homecoming, "Grow With Muffay State," exemplifies that
tradition. Many families, such as the Stout family are
an example of how the MS11 spirit continues to grow
with each new generation.
The Stout's family tree includes several branches
of MSU past anti current Racers. Students at MSU
who get involved on campus tend to stay involved
with Murray State after they graduate. This is the
case with father Alan Stout, 1978 graduate in Electronic Media and current MSU Board of Regents chairman. He and his wife, Doris. continue to support the
university by attending alumni gathenngs and sporting
events as well While on campus, Stout was a member of the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and was ?featly involved with the radio and TV deparunent including the radio fraternity Alpha Epsilon Rho. He also
was a part of the political science fraternity Pi Sigma
Alpha. Stout now is a partner attorney at the Law
Office of Stout, Farmer and King with offices in Marion and Paducah.
Stout recognizes that MSU made a huge impact on
his life.
"Phil Bryan hired me as a student worker and I
now see that he is continuing to impact the university as we name a conference room at MSU after him
in the near future," Stout said. "Dr. Constantine Curns, president at the time, was someone else I worked
closely with when 1 was a student worker in school
relations, and he now continues to contribute to the
university as a member of the Board of Regents. 1
also will always remember Gene Garfield as he continued to keep me on my toes in political science."

Stout family exemplifies this year's MSU homecoming theme

Monday, October 5, 2009
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MSU HOMECOMING

2009 MSU Homecoming Parade Grand Marshals
featured a tribute to the Morgan family,
the first with three generations of Murray State graduates. The legacy began
with Morgan's grandfather, W. E. Morgan. one of 12 members of the school's
first graduating class. His father. Hader
E. Morgan, a 1934 graduate, also did
graduate studies at MSU.
Other second generation alumni are
Morgan's uncle, Dr. Joe Morgan, a 1935
graduate. and his aunt, Virginia Morgan
Defenderfer. who attended Murray Training School and her freshman year at
Murray State.
Third generation graduates are Morgan's sister, Patricia, who attended Murray. State from 1965 through 1967. Her
husband, Paul. received degrees in 1959
and 1961, and is a forrner minister of
the University Church of Christ in Murray. Morgan's brother. Phillip, earned his
master's degree from MSU in 1966.
Representing the fourth generation are
the couple's daughter, Shannon, and son,
Brandon. His cousin, Beth Norwood Falwell. a resident of Calloway County and
W. E. Morgan's great granddaughter, graduated in 1975. Beth's sons. Andrew '00
and Jacob '02 '04. are fifth generation

Please See Next Page
MN and Immo Nowa

0 COMO

MN Students receive
a 10% discount

OUR CUSTOMERS
MAKE US#1

6onz s ati•Po q•punv
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Grand Marshals' family roots go back to MSU's beginning
'fbe Morgan family represents the 2009
Homecoming theme. "Grow With Murray State!" as none other with roots
going back to the first gniduating class
of Murray State Nornial School in 1926.
MSU graduate and retired U.S. Air Force
Brig. Gen. Bill Morgan. and wife Irene.
of Benton, Ky., will continue this historic legacy as Grand Marshals of the
200'4 MSU Homecoming Parade.
"The 'Old Gray Mare' is not what
she used to be, as the Morgan generations have been shod well by MSU. and
are Thoroughbreds now," Morgan said,
adding that he and his wife ale honored
arid humbled to be selected as parade Grand
Marshals.
"It is exciting to represent the tamilies and communities that have grown
with Murray State University" Morgan
said. "MSU has been 4 very large part
of our lives. It is a grand heritage and
may it continue for generations to come.
The generations of the Morgan family
have been richly blessed and axe thankful for the privileges and opportunities
provided them by MSU for more than
80 years."
A September 1950 story in The College News, wntten by Murray State's
public relations director, M. O. Wrather,

Country Estates
Minutes From Town

City Militia
Located On Robertson AIL Stnitifi
For Moro inforamation

753-9250 • 753-91EW7 fax
www.falwellestatesscom
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MSU HOMECOMING

tions in professional groups and organimember of the board of directors for the

zations throughout his career including
Kentucky Ear, Nose & Throat Society,
Chief ENT at St. Mary's Medical CenGovernor for the Board of Governors

ter in Evansville. Ind., and Kentucky
for the American Acaderny of Otolaryntucky and Indiana Southern Medical asso-

gology. He is a member of the Ken-

Logan is also listed in "The Best Doc-

ciations and the Kentucky ENT Society

Logan is an ear, nose and throat physi-

tors in America-Midwest Region."

Ind. He shares his practice with his son,

cian in Henderson, Ky., and Evansville.

Murray State. He also served on the

Dr. Mark Logan, a 1988 graduate of
Board of Trustees for the MSU Foundation and is chairman of the board for
dent at MSU, Logan was a member of

thc Henderson National Bank. As a stuthe Sigma Chi Fraternity. Logan and his
wife, the former Jo Brown, a 1962 MSU
graduate live in Henderson. Ky.

.

Dr. Tom Logan
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Dr. Logan given Distinguished Biology Alumnus Award
Dr. Tom Logan, a 1961 MSU graduate, will receive the Distinguished Biology Alumnus Award on Friday, October
9 during MSU Homecoming weekend.
The title of Distinguished Biology Alumus is awarded every year through the
Department of Biological Sciences Alumni Banquet. Logan, a biology and chemistry major at Murray State, graduated from
the University Of Kentucky School Of
Medicine in 1967. He then completed a
year-long surgical internship followed by
a general surgery residency at the Medical College of South Carolina. In 1972,
he finished his ear. nose and throat residency at the University of North Carolina where he served as chief resident
his last year.
Presenting the award to Logan on the
9th will be Dr. Ricky Cox, the Anna S.
Brown and Ruth B. Logan Endowed
Chair in Pre-Medicine, named for Logan's
mother and mother-in-law.
Logan. a 1987 MSU Distinguished
Alumnus, taught courses at the University of North Carolina and the University of Kentucky. He has held many posi-

24th Annual

MSU College of Education
Altunni Association

HOMECOMING
BRFAKFAST
Saturda.y, October 10, 2009
8:00 — 9:30 a.m.
Murray Middle School Cafeteria
801 Main Street * Murray, Kentucky

$2.50 for children

Afiek breakfast. walk outside and watch the
parade as it passes by the judges' stand!

IN I

$5 for adults
/RIIVO%INN NIP
•-11111••••

TENT CITY FESTIVAL
Visit Tent City before the game!
Remember to stop by the College of
Education tent for free apples,
water, and other giveaways!

For more information,
call 270-809-3817
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Church Groups - 20% Discotott
Sunday I Wei:Inez*

16" - 3 With Unlimited Toppings

'14.00
'24.00

12" - 3 With 3 Toppings

'8.00
$ 11.00

16'' Cheese Pizza

16" Unlimited Toppings

Rule is Our Polio

Street • Murray • 759-0003

Certified Mechanics On Duty

307 S. 12th

Y110
,

Winterize Your Vehicle Now!
*Free Estimates*

The Golden

QUALITY SERVICE 8 LURE, INC. 1.1"44--

BRIFIFI'S „,.

817 COLDWATER ROAD • 76.2-0441 • 76.2-044.2 • 762-0443
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Children's Clothing & Accessories
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Sat. 10-4 p.m

Mon-Fri. 10-5 p.m.

270-753-7534

Murray, Ky. 42071
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Nursery'

11 Girls Sizes Birth-6X
and All Things

Boys Sizes Birth-7,

1
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MSU student Brittany Garland from Murray, Ky. is pictured wither her mother,
Teresa Garland, at the last home football game after President Randy Dunn
awarded her with the overail Outstanding Parent award. Each year, a family is
chosen from applications and essays submitted by MSU students at each of the
residential colleges and an overall winner is chosen from the group of residential
college winners. They are all announced and awarded during Family Weekend at
MSU.

MSU HOMECOMING
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ber of the MSU Alumni Association, he
served as that organization's president in
ss ricer professional designation in 1971. 1980-1981. In 1982. he received the UniNlorgan has served on the Benton City versity's highest honor, the Distinguished
Council and is a pa.st president of the Alumnus Award, for professional achieveBenton Lions Club, the Marshall Coun- ment, and in 1996 received the coveted
ty Chamber of Commerce and the KenGolden Horseshoe Award for volunteer
tucky-Barkley Lake Board of Realtors.
A past vice president of Kentucky service to the University. From 1980 to
Western Waterlands and former chairman 1984, he served on the MSU Board of
of the Marshall County Hospital board Regents. The couple continues to supof .directors, he was a founder and the port MSU athletics and are members of
first chairman of the board of the West the Racer Club. in 2006, he and his sisKektucky Children's Home, now known ter, Patricia, established the Hatter E.
as New Pathways for Children. A founder Morgan Scholarship in memory of their
-director of the Marshall County High father, to benefit student managers of
S
I Athletic Foundation.. he also serves MSU athletic team*.
an•-chairman of the board for Bradshaw
The Morgans are active members of
waif Weil. Inc., in Paducah, Ky. Morgan
the Benton church of Christ where
ha, served as a chrector of banks in Bentoe, Mayfield and Paducah. and is a he served as a deacon for 25 years and
director and vice president of The Peo- as an elder for 20 years. Morgan is a
ples Bank in Marion, Ky. An avid golfer, director of FACE (French African Chris?viol-gall developed the Country Club Fair- tian Education) which has a school locatyips, a golf club community in Benton. ed in Cotonou, Benin, that educates and
;Morgan has been a member of the Board trains native ministers for churches of
of Trustees for Freed Hardeman Univer- Christ. Morgan helped establish the Benin
sity since 1994, serving as chaimian from Bible Training Center in 1994-95. The
1000 through 2004. FHU honored Mor- Morgans are also involved in mission
Aan in 2004 as the Outstanding Alumwork in Mauritius and The Netherlands.
ius and in 2008 awarded him an Honorary Doctor of Laws Degree. As a con- A former classroom teacher, Irene Mortributing alumnus. Bill was inducted into gan has a long history of involvement
the FHU Sports Hall of Fame in 2009. in the Kentucky Federation of Woman's
Morgan has a long history of involve- Clubs and has held many local and state
ment with his alma mater. A life mem- offices.

Continued on Page 8
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often got my priorities oping friendships that have
mixed up by spending more continued throughout life."
time at The Hut than in He graduated in 1950 with
the library," Morgan said. a bachelor's degree in busi"but 1 made many friend- ness administration, but
ships, had a lot of good plans to teach and coach
times and have fond mem- were changed by the Koreories of my out-of-class an War.
experiences there."
In January 1951, MorMorgan shared a $5-a- gan enlisted as a pnvate
month rented basement in the U.S Air Force and
room with All-State bas- was accepted into the Aviketball player, the late Leon ation Cadet Pilot Training
Fowler, at the residence of Program. While serving in
then athletic director and France. he met and marcoach, Roy Stewart. He ried Irene Whiteside, a
bought a $.5 meal ticket Texa.s native, who was servfrom a restaurant near cam- ing as a civilian secretary
pus that was good for two in Germany. From 1956 to
meals a day, Monday 1960, Capt. Morgan was
through Friday, and trav- an associate professor of
eled to Benton by hitch- Air Science and Commanhiking.
dant of Cadets at Texas
"Being a student at Mur- Technological University
ray State was a great learn- where he also earned a masing expenence and I was ter of arts in government.
able to complete a founLeaving active duty in
dation for life that has never 1960, Morgan returned to
let me down," Morgan said. Benton but continued a
"My degree from Murray military career in the Air
State opened many doors, Force Reserves and the Air
providing opportunities far National Guard. During the
beyond my wildest expec- Vietnam War, he flew Ctations. I spent a lot of 97's and C-I24's as a memtime learning 'to do' and ber of the Tennessee Air
'how to get by' and devel- National Guard. Following

762-0022

FOR TO GO ORDERS OR
TO BOOK A PARTY CALL

• Party 'Room Available
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Morgan also graduated
from the Air Command &
Staff School and the Industnal College of the Armed
Forces.
A business and commu
nity leader. Morgan wir.
involved as an independent Insurance agent and
Realtor in Benton from
1960 through 1995 and
was awarded the Chartered
Property & Casualty Under-

630 North 12th Street, Murray, KY 42071
(270)759-4852

We Make it Simple!

BANK(-IF CADIZ
& TRUST CO

Gold & Diamonds
Estate Jewelry Bought & Sold
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A command pilot, Morgan was promoted to
brigadier general in 19/31
and retired in September
1985, after 35 years of
active, reserve and Air
National Guard service. His
military honors and awards
include the Legion of Merit,
the Mentonous Service
Medal and the Air Force
Commendation Medal. A
Distinguished Graduate of
the Officer Candidate
School, Air University,
Maxwell Air Force Base,

GOOD LUCK RACERS!

the Vietnam War, Morgan
returned to the USAF
Reserves and was assigned
to the U. S. Air Force
Academy. In 1978, Col.
Morgan joined the Adjutant's General Office in
Frankfort, Ky. a.s the State
Preparedness Officer for
Air Forces Resources. He
also served as Mobilization Assistant to the commanding generals at Lackland and Kersler Air Force
bases in 1979 and 1980,
respectively.
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MSU graduates as is Joni
Walker Morgan, wife of
Phillip Morgan's son Jared,
who graduated in 2005.
The couple's granddaughter Emily Gann Mathis,
and her husband, Grant,
also fifth generation graduates, earned degrees in
2009.
A native of Puryear,
Tenn., Morgan and his farnily moved to Benton, Ky.,
during The Great Depression. After graduating from
Benton High School in
1947, he attended Freed
Hardeman College. in Henderson, Tenn., as a freshman before enrolling at
Murray State. He immediately became an active
Thoroughbred and avid
sports fan. "I seldom, if
ever, missed a Murray State
sporting event," Morgan
said.
He and his friends
referred to themselves as
"The Hut Gang." Located
across the street from Pogue
Library, The Hut was a popular hangout for students. "I
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And that's the way it was ...

Please See Next Page

ed assets the Murray State News experience gave us...
Divine added. "One example is the way putting out a
college newspaper teaches kids the principles of applied
teamwork in an intense practicum setting. This is almost
unique on any campus. and for us it proved valuable
immediately in tough business and professional environments." Divine is a principal of the Waverly Group.
a St. Louis marketing firm.
Fellow organizer, 1968 graduate Nancy Strow Sheley. said media has changed since her days as a feature and co-editor of the campus newspaper.
"With cable, the Internet, blogs, Facebook, Twitter,
Kindle and iPhones, newspapers as we have known
and loved them are facing challenges like never before,"
she said. She is a professor of English and American
Studies at California State University. Long Beach.
Since the reunion process began, Kady has now had
the opportunity to speak with several MSN alums. He
explains: "What made these interactions so enjoyable
was the fact that our conversations picked up right
where we left off in the '60s. It seemed like the last
time I had talked to a particular colleague was yesterday. not 40-plus years ago." Kady said she hopes this
will continue with the reunion.
The reunion group has also created their own Facebook page - "Murray State News 2009 Homecoming"

Murray State News staff from
1964 -1971 to gather for reunion
Murray State News alumni from the "Sixties Generation" 11964-71) are returning for a reunion during
MSU Homecoming 2009. It has been almost 40 years
since many of these alumni have roamed Wilson Hall
and learned to use the "who. what, when. where, why.
and how" formula under the trained eyes of Murray
State News advisers Lou Edmondson. and Drs. L. .I.
Hortin. Bob McGaughey. and Ed Trotter. This year,
the group plans to renew old friendships and compare
notes on how their undergraduate training at Murray
shaped their careers.
"While change may have come a bit slower than at
other college campuses in the '60s. it came nonetheless to Murray State," said 1970 graduate Martin Kady.
a retired senior advertising executive from 'The Washington Post and one of the organizers. "We covered it.
reported it. analyzed it. and printed it. Some people
liked what we had to say, while others didn't. But it
was news. kind we put out a weekly newspaper chock
full of it. What a great time it was to be writing those
particular pages of the first draft of history."
Jay Divine, 1968 graduate. and one of the three
organizing the homecoming feels the same way.
"Murray State News staffers from the Sixties have
seen journalism. their chosen profession. go through watershed changes that no one predicted." he said. "As you
catch up on what your former classmates are doing
toclay, you see with new eyes some of the unexpect-

The 1967-68 Murray State News staff poses tor a portrait
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ties Generation" Homecoming Reunion:
Friday, October 9
• 2 p.m. - Murray State University
Campus Bus Tour--conducted by Bob
Lochte, Journalism Department Chair, and
Bob Valentine, Journalism professor.
• 4:30 p.m. - Journalism Department
Reception - Murray State News Lobby.
Wilson Hall. Hosted by Joe Hedges, MSN
Advisor, and current MSN news staff. Light
appetizers and beverages will be served.
•6 p.m.-"Sixties Generation" Reunion
Dinner - Big Apple Cafe in Murray.
Welcome and remarks by Dr. Robert
McGaughey, former MSN Advisor and
Journalism Chair, on changes in journalism at Murray State.
Saturday, October 10
• 9:30 a.m - Homecoming Parade
• 11 a.m. - Tent City - inside the
parameters of the stadium. Tents galore.
food for sale.
• 3 p.m.--Football game, Racers vs.
Jacksonville State.

Photo provided
MSU students listen to a speaker (lett) and a singer during a Vietnam war protest.
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- to find old friends. and share stories
and pictures. For this weekend, the group
will get together in person to remember
the days when newspaper was the lead
in reporting the facts.
"The MSU News was a big part of
my campus life - we made good friends
on the staff, and I actually learned more
usable knowledge through journalism than
I did in other classes," said Sheley. She
added, "I learned how to take a discerning look at the world and to capture
ideas in print. That skill has helped me
in every profession I've held since writing teacher, literature professor, print
editor, and public relations director."
Kady, Divine and Sheley have a lot
in store for the returning alumni and
look forward to seeing former classmates,
and catching up with those long lost
friends of the MSN family. Please see
below for a full schedule of the "Six-

